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White Mules Capture CBB
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teammates wrapp ed tip Bowdoin -and the CBB title -last Saturday-.
photo by Robyn Glaser

Environmental Council
Plans For The Future

by Katyn Kocincki

After three years of non-existence,the Colby Environmental
Council is ready to become
active on campus and in the
community of Waterville. On
Thursday,November lOitheld
an organizational meeting, at
which there were approximately seventy students. Organized by seniors Tracy Gionfriddo , Alex Pugh, and Cynthia Wood, they decided to reactivate the council based on
information gathered from
Cynthia and Tracy's course,
Problems in Env ironmental
Science. They felt that hot
enough wasbeingdone to make
students aware of their environment.
"The council's goals are to
increase environmental awareness on campus for students,
faculty and the residents of
Waterville," Wood said, In
order to do this the council
would like to have speakers,
f ilms, f ield trips, and campus

INSIDE

wide recycling projects. The
Maine issues that the council
will address are solid waste;
recycling of newspapers,glass,
and cardboard , in addition to
water usage, acid rain, and
ozone pollutants.
Campus-wide projects include energy conserva tion and
recycling, with the intent of
recycling paper w hi ch is
thrown out in the MacLab, the
Mail Room, and by the Echo.
They alsomight ask faculty and
clubs to use white paper only.
The council ' is encouraging
everyone to participa te in the
recycling drive, and Physical
Plant h as already agreed to
donate 1,000 stickers reading
"Save Energy, Turn Me Off ,"
which will be distributed by
Hallstaff. The club will also be
looking into a Buildings and
Grounds dumping sight located behind the athletic complex. Recently Pugh sent a letter to the Colby Book store
concerning the chloroflurbcarT_ons found in the bottled air

sold in the bookstore. He said,
""these chloroflurocarbonshave
"been proven to be the major
cause of the destruction of the
ozone layer." He went on to
say, "I feel that the sale and use
of thisproduct promotes areckcontinued on page 9

An estimated crowd of 3,200
watched Colby outclass Bowdoin 24-0 last Saturday afternoon in Brunswick.
For the long suffering White
Mule fans who crowded the
sidelines and stands at Whittier Field, this was a game not
soon to be forgotten. New records were set. Old, embarrassing records were erased; and,
fox the first time in this decade,
Colby football fans had a team
to take pride in.
It took the White Mule team
just under three hours to break
a nearly three decade streak of
futility: for the first time since
1959, Colby won a game at
Whittier Field.
Colby fans enjoyed every
minute of this game. For five
years Colby has failed against
the Polar Bears. They lost
throughinterceptions^ fumbles,
penalties,mental errors, or just
plainlackoftalent.O-S.No CBB
titles. Not a single winning
record.Nothing. Now, in 1988,
it was Bowdoin's turn to be
shutout . And for those who
watched the White Mules victory, "it felt real good to beat
them," as one alumn said.
Quarterback Chris White directed the offensive attack and
wasnaniedNESCAC offensive
player of the week for his effort. His favorite receiver, junior Joe Vecchi, caught 4 passes
for 116 yards and set a new
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Colby yardage receiving record with707 yards."Everybody
worked hard this year, and it
finally paid off," said Vecchi,
who is now being touted as an
All-American candidate. Brian
Cooley, Jon Barlett, and Eric
Aulenback combined for over
100 yards rushing, and the offensive line controlled the line
of scrimmage all afternoon.
The defense was superb. They
caused 8 Bowdoin turnovers,
made crushing tackles, and
recorded the first shutout over
Bowdoin in 55 years. Einebacker Brian Doherty led the
team with 17tackles and made
the hit of the game: jarring
Bowdoin's Jim Leelair at the
goal line to create yet another
fumble and preserve the shutout. Cornerback Mitch Rogers
was named NESCAC Freshman of the week for his two
interceptions. Though Bowdoin played well," Defensive
Tackle Mike Eisenstadt said,
"the defense was amazing: Guy
Prescott was a-stable force, and
the secondary was tremendous."
The victory over Bowdoin
improved Colby's final record
to 4-4. The 1988 team is the first
of the decade to reach a .500
winning percentage. For the six
seniors who ended their college football careers last Saturday,co-captainsDan.Valeri and
Andy Ayers, Guy Prescott,
Francis Hodsoll,Paul Deutsch,
continued on page 13

Crossfi re Loses Funding
And Club Status

by Lori Wright

At the meeting, senior Jennifer
Joseph spoke out against the
Last Wednesday th e Board of paper 'svalues and the way that
Governors voted to remove they were put forth, and Edifund ing and club status fr om tor-in-Chief Greg Lun dberg
The Colby Crossfire because of rebut ted, stating that "the first
it s remark s against women, issue had to be bold to be taken
homosexuals arid affirmative seriously." Lundberg was then
action. Violating the Stu-A ques ti oned by members of the
consti tu tion, the conservative BOG, during which he claimed
publication refused to print a that "freedom of speech" justiretraction or an apology,which f ied th e at tack s on women and
would have allowed it to re- homosexuals.
main a club funded and recogIn the closed session which
nized by Stu-A.
_ollowed,Stu-APresidentMarc

§ Random Thoughts
Crossf ire Controversy
• High Tech Additions
Brian
Murphy notes a few
Colby recen tl y acqui red an
The i ntense debate
observat
ions
that
most
Observatory
and
a
developing over this
people overlook each day.
Sat ell it e Di sh to enhance
newspaper continues to
its
academic quality . Story
grow.
See
page 5.
on page 2.
See page 10.

Enger said, "we were worried

about legalities" such as freedom of speech and freedom of
press. But having sought the "
advice of Dean Earl Smith,
Enger is considered to be the
publisher of thepaper,and Stu- .
A h as "no legal liabilities for
stopping their funding...weare
not offen di ng t h ei r Firs t
Ammertdment rights," Enger
stated.
Lundberg says that the publication will be privately funded ,
continued on page 13
Rattle and Hum*-U2 turns i ts v id eos in t o a
hot new flick, tha t includes
live footage from their tour
and special interviews,
Turn to Page 7.

Observatory And Satellite Dish Enhance Campus
by Steven Chernoff
Within, the past two weeks
there have been two additions
to our campus. One is a stellar
observatory, located in the field
between the band shell and the
baseball diamond, and the
other is a T.V. sattelite dish
which can be found next to the
track at Seaverns Field. Each is
expected to enhance the "hands
on" learning experience at
Colby.
The observatory was donated
to Colby College by Anthony
Kramer, an alumnus who
graduated in 1962. According
to Professor Murray Campbell,

Chairman of the Physics and
Astronomy Department,it will
give students a more powerful
and convenient means for viewing the night sky. Presently
astronomy students use portable telescopes which must be
disassembled, transported,and
. reassembled at a given location. "Frankly, I won't miss the
assembly part," Campbell
laughed. ...
Serving as a tool.for student
"projects will not be its only
function, however. Professor
Campbell plans to have many
displays which will be open to
the public at the observatory.
These shows will be attended

Off ihe H ill

Tufts

The controversy at Tufts concerning fraternities surfaced
again. The current social policy requires that a Tufts police
officer be present at all parties where over 100 people are
present and alcohol is served. Because only three officers are
available on any given night, the Tuft's centerboard has been
deciding which social events receive first priority. This has
created a problem because many feel that a student organization, such as the centerboard, does not have that right. The dilemma is being presently debated in a committee and the
Senate.
Tufts is also currently suing the cities of Medford and Summerville in order "to be considered one entity." Their goal is to
prevent the cities from restricting their rights concerning such
things as expanding the campus.
Also, in order to appease further disagreement with the communities Tufts has made two pacts . with both Medford and
Summerville. These pacts, made in order to reduce encroachment in the surrounding communities, will reduceenrollment
at the University by 300 people over the next three years.

Bowdo in

On Monday, Nov. 7 the faculty voted "to change the way
coaches rateapplicants with athletic skills. In grading terms,it
means coach es can pu t in a good word f or 'A' athletes (who
could start as freshmen), but no longer f or those whose skills
would rate only a %'" according to The Maine Sunday Telegram. The tension arises because members of the Athletic
Department see it as an "insult" to the intellectual ability of
athletes. "It'saninsultto the admissions office,thecoaches and
the athletes who are here now," said David Otto, a senior
majoring in Spanish an d religion who also plays defensive end
for the foo tba ll team,said Sunday'spaper. Bill Levine,a history
professor and chairman of the faculty admissions committee
said that,"athletes at a lower level of academic promise" were
being admitted over non-athletes. The paper stated that "President Greason believesthe best idea is to g ivethe policya chance
for a few years and 'seewhat happens.'"

Bates

At Bates last Monday a CIA recruiter received a less than
warm welcome when, a small number of students protested his
presence. An editor of the paper stated that "A lot of people
were very upset that the CIA came." Also, later that week,
Phill ip Agee, a former CIA agent gave a lecture on the many
flaws in the agency's practices.

Am herst

Last week at Amherst t he reality of a ,400,000 dollar budget

deficit surfaced. They attributed the debt to an increase in
Financial Aid last year,and they plan to rectify the situation by
reducing non-salaried costs in tlie future.

not only by residents of Water- problem with Runnals hill is
ville, but also by tourists dur- that if you. look East, you see
ing the summer. "Hopefully thelights of Waterville." At the
this will attract more attention shell location,thecity lights are
blocked by the forest, and the
to Colby,"said Campbell.
Campbell decided to place the Eastern horizon is very visible.
observatorynear the band shell Another advantage is that the
because it is easy to get there band shell is a close source of
anditis well-situated for study- electricity for the observatory.
In July, while Campbell was
ing the stars. The most important consideration in his choice pondering the observatorysite,
was that he wanted to get a the telescope was shipped to
clear view of the eastern hori- Colby fromKramer'sbackyard.
zon, as it is "the most well- Construction and installation
studied region where stars are of the dome began on the first
actively beingformed,"accord- of November and tookten days.
ing to Campbell. He initially According to Campbell, the
considered Runnals hill be- whole process has gone very
cause of its elevation, but "the smoothly; the project was eas-

ily approved by the Board of
Trustees, and Physical Plant
immediately hired contractors,
who worked quickly at thetask.
'Tfs been extremely fast/' said
Campbell. The telescope,now '.
waiting in a laboratory in the
Mudd science building, will be
installed sometime during the
next two weeks.
,
The new observatory will allow for future developments in
the study of astronomy at
Colby. Campbell hopes to
acquire an image-intensifying
television system for the observatory in a few years, "that
would allow us to produce
continued on page 9

Dietician Speaks On Nutrition
by Deb Fuller
Registered dietician Chris
Sady spoke on "Athletes and
Nutrition" on Wednesday
November 9. Dr. Bennett introduced her and recognized
Colby as a very athletic campus with 750 varsity athletes in
addition to the membersof club
and intramural sports. He
stressed the importance of
nutrition by saying that "nutrition is one of the most important things they [athletes] can
do to improve their performance and work to their potential."
Sady introduced her main
message as "Eat. Remember to
eat." She says "it is very easy
for an athlete not to eat." She
began with nutrition guidelines
for an athlete's diet. The most
import ant poin t she made was
that "the daily diet should
contain adequate calories from
a variety of foods." Complex
carbohydrates, high in vitam ins, minerals, and fiber,
should be abundant in a diet. It
promotes the formation of glycogen, used for energy in exercise. Some fat is essential, but
only polyunsaturated fats and
not in excessive amounts. Extraprotein is stored as fatin the
body and will lead to dehydration.
Sady believes water,and lots
of it, is essential. She said that
"water is the most neglected
nutrient in a diet" Fruit juices
are also good. They contain
vitamins, calories, and fluids
for rehydrating the body. Milk,
low fat or skim, contains high
quality jwotein, calcium, and

Summary of Food Categories
High complex carbohydrates: High polyunsaturated fat:
-liquid vegetable oils
-bread
-cereal-legumes
-margarine
-macaroni products
-vegetables and some fruits
-wheat, oats, rice, other
grains
Simple carbohydrate
(sugars)
(low
fat)
High protein
-skim and low fat milk
:
-fish, chicken,turkey, lean
-fruits
beef, lean pork
-cakes, cookies, doughnuts
-beans and lentils
-jell y, syrup, table sugar
-cottage cheese
-poached or boiled egg
-skim or low-fat milk
-low-fat yogurt
High in iron:
-lean meats, poultry,
High saturated fat:
and fi sh
-bacon, sausage
-legumes
-pork, lamb and beef
-whole grains and enriched
-cheese
grain product s
-ice cream
-green leaf y vegetables
-whole milk, cream and
-dried fruits
butter
-nuts
vitamin B. Soft drinks, which
are high in caf f eine, and alcohol/ which is a strong dehydrater, should be drunk in
modera tion, she believes.
Sady then began talking
about meal planning for athletes. She stressed the importance of a mixed,balanced diet;
one in which each of the four
food groups isrepresented both
during meals and for shacks.
"Breakfast is an important
meal/' she said, "Plan to consume a good portion of the
day's calories at breakfast."
Post-practice and post-game
meals are vital. "Drink water
and eat. If you aren't hungry

right away, be sure to drink
water and plan to eat later to
get more of you daily caloric
need."
And,finally, Sady pointed out
the effectiveness that a pre- .
game mead can have. Be sure to
eat at least three hours before
the competition; The meal
should,again,be high in carbohydrate and fluid. Stay away
from fat,which will takelonger
to digest, and f iber, which will
make you feel full. Eat only
moderately salted foods and a
small portion of protein. An
effect ively planned meal,Sady
believes, "can make a difference/'

mye Encourages Better East-West
ic_ Twnmev
Twomey
by Lisa

Wednesday,November9,Dr.
Akiralriyelectured on 'Tower

d UlOilfe
XV " l

gence of China as a power, today the definitionof whoyou

joined forces iri the 1970's to
oppose communist power.
and Culturein American Asian However, he stated that in
Relations", in a crowded Rob- societies "not everybody is
ins Room. He is a professor at equal - there is a power elite,
the University of Chicago and there is a political community
was elected president of the and a civil society." He called
American Historical Associa- for cultural exchange and untion. "Acountryisbothapower derstanding on the part of the
and a culture. America is defin- "civil society" and a "sense of
able not only by its ability to regiona l order in the Pacific
wage war, but by its culture," Ring - without a loss of nationhe said.
alism."
He pointed out that the U.S.
He believes that "to underand China, though adversaries stand other cultures you must
starting in 1930 with the emer- first understand yourself, and

Satellite Dish

continued from page 2
images you can only find in
books."
The observatory will be available to manyfuture generations
of Colby students. "I would
think that a unit like that could
last a hundred years," said
Campbell.
The Satellite Dish
A satellite television
dish was erected last week as
part of a grant from the Mellon
Foundation intended for the
development of the Russian
Studies department. Scheduled
for operation within the next
two weeks, the dish will enable
the Colby campus to receive
seven or eight hours per day of
regularSoviet television. Sheila
McCarthy, Head of the Russian Studies Department, says
it will serve as an effective, realworld learning tool for students
of the Russian language and
culture, "we're all very excited
about the possibility of having
live Russian TV for our students." McCarthy expects that

are is changing." Dr. Iriye
pointed-out the cultural influences of Japanesemanagement,
Chinese philosophy and Chinese food asbenef icial and steps
in the right direction. He feels
that we can and must go to
greater lengths to develop better relations between Asia and
America. "It is the easiest to
accept food and to transfer technology,what we must do is not
just to eat food but to understand values and to work toward a true appreciation of culture itself." he said.

teachers will record programs available in Roberts Union
they find useful for their starting approximately two
courses, and bring them into weeks from now, and other
class for viewing and discus- foreign networks should soon
follow. He also expects that it
sion.
The Soviet television station willbe made available to Lovewhich will be received by the joy and Miller Library by the
new satellitedish is called "Go- end of this academic year, and
rizont," or "Horizon". Among eventually to all of the buildthe programs offered by ings on campus.
Gorizont are nightly news John Farkas, Director of Stubroadcasts, talk shows, and a dent Activities, has proposed
children's show entitled wiring cable to the Student
"Goodnight,LittleOnes,"simi- Center in the near future. Last
lar to America's "Sesame spring he conducted a survey
Street." There will also be a lot among Colby students asking
of arts and entertainment pro- what cable TV stations they
grams providing a variety of would like to have on campus,
and receiving the most votes
music and theater.
Another interesting show were ESPN, C-SPAN, MTV,
we will be able to see is called NESN, CNN, HBO, and Cine"Panorama," which brings the max. The latter two have alviewer to differentparts of the ready been ruled out because
Soviet Union to observe daily their licenses do not cover
life.
public places (such as the Spa),
During the hours when the and their are no definite anSoviet television satellite is out swers about the other channels
of range, the dish will monitor as Mr. Atmore iscurrently lookother foreign television sta- ing into the costs. Once he
tions. Teachers of these lan- determines the prices he may
guages will also likely use the make a proposal for another
programs in teaching classes. satellite dish to receive those
According to Sam Atmore, the stations. "There's an incredAudio-Visual Librarian,view- ible variety of things available
ing of Soviet television will be through satellite TV," he said.

Al-Anon/ACOA Meetings To Reconvene

come just to see what the group
is like is welcome.
by Lynn McG overn
Although the Al-Anon proThe Al-Anon/ ACOA (Adult gram is based on the same
Children of Alcoholics group) t welve step approach used in
h as begun to meet aga in on Alcoh olics Anonymous, Alcampus. The meetings will be Anon focuses on the disease's
held every Wednesday night affects on those around the
from 7:30 to 8:30 at the Rose alcoholic rather than the alcoholic. Through each step, the
Chapel.
This support group for people individual becomes more inwho have relatives or friends dependen t from the alcoholi c,
with drinking problems was and from t here, learns h ow to
successful three years ago on help him or herself. In this way,
campus. Already this semes- the group provides hope f or
ter, the group has met twice the family and "fr i end s of the
and encourages anyone inter- problem drinker by teaching
ested to come. Unlike a club, these individuals how to sepabelonging to the group is not a rate themselves from the
matter of making a commit- drinker.
Wha t 's more—Al-Anon
ment. In AJ-Anon, the commitment made is personal. How works! By attending meetings
often each person at tends, and and working through the prowhat he or she gets out of the gram,the af fected personlearns
experience, is up to the indi- to identify the coping mechavidual. Anyone who wants to nisms that he or she adopted to

survive in the alcoholic or dysfunctional family. SucTisurvival
strategies prevent the individual from being a fully functional person in the present,but
once identified, can be dealt
with, accepted, and then put
aside. Support from the group
helps those involved to discover who they are un der all
this def ense, and to accept
themselves.
Moreover, anything said
within Al-Anon/ACOA meetings is confidential. Each
person's anonymity is guaranteed. The group does not allow
any people's names or st ories
to be discussed outside the
context of the group itself.
Formore informat ion ,youcan
contact M'Liz Howland at extension 3077or Lynn McGovem
at extension 3019. Please feel
free to give us a call, or to stop
by at any time.

Women's Group Column
Crossf ire Challenges Colby's Ideals

by Susan F.Cook'75,Director
of Alumni Relations,Co-director, Colby Women's Studies;
M'Evie Mead; Rachel Bemstein;EllenLangford;Melissa
Early, co-directors Colby
Women's Group
Who isn't embarrassedby the
recent issue of The Colby
Crossfire?
As members of the Colby
community, we are embarrassed that anyone on campus
would proclaim such intolerant views publically, with the
name of "Colby"in the masthead.
As members of the Colby
Women's Group
and
Women's Studies, we are
embarrassed that anyone
would be so crass,insensitive,
and thoughtless to write so
cruelly about members of the
communityin whichthey live.
We may not agree with everything written in the Crossfire,
but we wouldn't deny any
individual or group the opportunity to express their own
opinion. We do not,however,
condone the Crossf ire for having published those opinions
in such a mean and hurtful
manner. As soon as the
Crossfirestepped beyond the
line separatingthoughtful disagreement and callous, libelous comments about others'
personalities and characters,
it betrayed its right of freedom
of speech.
We can imagine that members of the media, journalists,
newspaper people, would be
embarrassed that the Crossfire
expressed its opinions under
the guise of a newspaper. An
editor has the responsibility of

choosing whether or not to
print somethingcontroversial,
and a responsible editor respects the difference between
a news story and an opinion
piece. With a clear delineation between fact and fiction,
further discussions can ensue,
based on common understandings and philosophical
differences. Without that delineation, however, the point
of printing a controversial
article,letter,or editorialislost.
We don't doubt that the
founders of The Colby Crossfire
would be embarrassed to see
this issue of the newspaper.
Started as a right-wing newspaper, designed to discuss
issues from another perspective, this issue reveals itself as
a negative, closed-minded
pulp-paper.
Conservatives/right-wing
thinkers should also be embarrassed by The Colby Crossfire. Conservatism, in and of
itself, isn't bad. But this Crossf ire issue has put an entire
group of people on the def ensiveby showingthatsomeconservatives can act stupidly.
The next time the editors and
contributors to the Crossfire
want to have a productive
discussion about anissue,they
will have to get past this issue
first, and prove that they are
not merely inconsiderate and
immature non-thinkers.
Apparently, all those involved with the Crossfire were
embarrassed.If not,why were
the articles not signed by the
authors? We can only hope
that they are in fact embarrassed,at least in further retrospect, and would eventually
apologize to the rest of the
Colby community.

Excuse Me!
by Barb Mailman
and Erika Urie

that the interrupted speaker

may find that what she/he

wanted to finish saying has
Why does it seem tha t men become irrelevant.
Women need to be just as
interrupt women more often
than women interrupt men? aware of this problem as men
This is so widespread that it is do. Women may find that they
impossible hot to notice it once do not always say wh at th ey
you start paying attention. An would like to say because they
interruption shows disregard fear being interrupted. If you
f orano th er'sopinions. The fact have been in terrup t ed, say
that men dominate conversa- "Excuse me,I wasn'tfinished."
tions constitu tes sexism in its And if you are w it ness t o an
interruption, say, "I think Terry
most basic realm.
If, for example,Jody (a gender (another gender ambiguous
ambiguous name) interrupts name) wasn't finished yet and
someone because she/he fears I want to hear what she/he is
her/his idea will be lost then saying".
Listen to what is said, who i s
that means Jody believes that
what she/he wants to say is saying it, and whether she/he
more impor tan t than wha t is is allowed to say what she/he
presently being said.
pleases. Being interrupted is
In addition to demeaning the frustrating and capableof keepspeaker's thoughts, interrup- ing wonderf ul thoughts untions often bring a tangential heard. Although this is just a
twist to the conversation. The small step it is a basic one we
subject may bccome sq farapart can make together towards the
from the original discussion end of sexism.

DeAngelo Resigns As G-eneral Manager From WMHB
by Tracey Hardman
Gary DeAngelo, General
Manager of WMHB since
June'87, will be resigning from
that post as of January 1st. He
cited his reason for resigning as
simply "I- don't have enough
time...I wouldn't be able to do
as good a job as the job deserves." However,he will still
remain actively involved with
WMHB as a Disc Jockey and
with other various duties. The
new General Manager will be
the current program director,
Joe Lilore.
DeAngelo was essential in
helping mold WMHB last year
during it's transformation. At

that time, many changes were
initiated, "we used to be a random station ... (last year) we
thought of a direction we
wanted to go and went that
way... we started to play alternativemusicandstressedanew
attitude...involvement(inthat)
was as good as I've ever seen
it," stated DeAngelo. Jeff Cox
'90,a DiscJockey at WMHB for
one and a half years also commented on the station's original format ," we are offering
something very unique...an
alternative to themanytopforty
or handful of classic rock stations in the area...theonly alternative. I think Gary and other
key members did a great job in

initiating
action
and
enthusiasm(regarding thenew
format)...they started the ball
rolling and kept it on track."
Lilore, also one of the key
members to initiate the previous changes, stated that his job
will have a slightly different
focus than DeArvgelo's in that
his pressing goals include "to
take a more active part in coordinating the proceedings at the
various departments-being a
link between the people."One
area at WMHB that he wishes
to improve is "communication
between the separate departments." He further stated, 'T
have a pretty good sense of
what needs to be done in each

Novemberfest Headaches Not
From Doghead
A Governor Explains

by Paul Argiro
Let's get right to the point
here: "Novemberfest" was not
what it was cracked up to be. It
doesn't take a genius to figure
out that there were a lot of
problems with this weekend.
But before people start being
blamed and fingers start being
pointed, a complete understanding of just what went
wrong is needed. So,here it is.
Many complaints were is-

O.K. First things first. "Five
bucks for one party!?" Well,
you could have looked at it that
way,but wechoosenotto./J Rve
bucks" got you into 1) the
Contra Dance;2) rides to watch
Colby take the CBB championship;and 3) the Student Center
bash. Considering the fact that
both Commons lost roughly
$550 a piece, five dollars was
not all that bad. (The original
Novemberfest price was set at
10 dollars, so, in actuality,you
saved five bucks.) On to other

department," again stressing a
more active role.
Inreferenceto thechangeslast
year, Lilore stated "one thing
that really came into being was
communityinvolvement,"and
he cited this as a key goal of the
station. He continued by saying that he wanted to "get better at publicizing people in the
community," wanting "to s'ee

Commons Clipboard

Chaplin

"THE BOYZ" -Saturday nightj ii the Student Center 9-lam,$3.

Chaplin CommonsT-shirtswill go on saleTues. Nov. 29.They,
will cost $6 and can be purchased from your governor. (Designed by Dan Sullivan)
Congratulations to the winners of the Chaplin College Bowl
Tournament - Pete,Randy,Dave and Doug from Averill. Come
support our teamat the All-campusCollegeBowl Competition
on Monday, Nov. 28,7:00pm in the Student Center.

nated and the brunch was put
in its place (a note of gratitude
Interestedin gettinginvolved in Colby's social life? Join Chapgoes out to the people at Seilers lin Commons Social Committee. See Brian Clement for details
who put togetherafinebrunch.) (x3019)
The rides, of course, went as
scheduled. Next, please.
Probably the stickiest situSocial Stuff
ation occurred withtheNovem—Golf Party in East Quad - TOMORROW- Friday,Novemberfest Mugs. As we all know, ber 18,8-10pm. Nine different holes with 9 different drinks. Pay
they were never distributed
one price when you buy one of the extra-absorbant T-shirts.
mainly becausethey werenever
ordered. To make a long story
Cultural Events
short and to avoid the blame (it
-Every Wednesday night is Faculty Night in Johnson Comwas really nobody's "fault ") 1)
mons Dining Hall. Come dine with the faculty associates of
the Commonsput in the order; Johnson Commons.
2) the order was never relayed
-Fireside chat with Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger Wedon time; 3) we weren't told that nesday, November 30, at 8pm. in Piper Lounge.
the order wasn't in until the
Other Stuf f
Tuesday before Novemberfest
(Tuesday wasjustnot our day);
-Twicea month ice cream study breaks for Johnson Commons
4) we couldn't relay this infor- begin soon, look for them.
mation on to you; 5) you never
**Any ideas for new social or cultural events? Problems?
got your mugs. That is about Gripes? See your Governor.
the simplest I can make of a
very complicated situation.
You know what? All thistime
Social
I have been telling you about
AbigTHANKYOU toeveryone whoattendedthisweekend's
all the negative aspects of
"Novemberfest"
festivities. We're the people who brought you
Novemberfest. It is time for a
the famed "Black and Whitte" party, the best "Screw Your
changeofpace—after accredit
Robmate"
of the year, and now "Novemberfest."We trust that
should be given where credit
due. For those of you who at- this weekend spoke for itself, so remember, when you're
tended the Contra Dance on looking for great Social and Cultural activities, the only place
Friday night, you know what I to look is on the Lovejoy Calender of Events.
am about to talkabout. And for
those of you who didn't you Cultural
Tuesday nightsin Dana dining hall don't miss your opportudon't know what you missed.
O.K, so there wasn't any alco- nity to eat with a person more intelligent and full of witt than .
hol, who cares?It was still one all your friends combined - yes, a Colby Professor!
hell of a fun time. Personally, I
have not received any complaints about it (if only Student
Center parties had such a good
International Night has been cancelled
rating).Sure it was tiring (aren't Cultural Update:
this
week.
It
will
be
replaced
by an all-campus cultural event,
most enjoyable things) but it
was also exhilarating and a the "Festivalof Lights"(on India), held in the Student Center on
unique experience, Hats off to Nov. 30 from 8:00-10:45pm.
those who skipped out on the
"Christmasdinner tentatively schedusual S.C. party and took a Scheduling Update:
chance at the Contra Dance —¦ uled for Thurs., Dec. 1.It willbe semi-formal with the possiblity
of a party following the dinner.
it was well worth it,
Two new VCR's were bought for the commons. They are in
Speaking of Student Center
parties, how about that one Coburn and Woodman.
Saturday night? I haven't been Mi^pllangoug:
Freshmen, sign the matriculation book!
here that long but I must say
College
Bowl
will
be
held on Monday, Nov. 28 in the Student
that it was one of the better
continued on page 9 Center.

Johnson

Lovejoy

sued over this weekend and
with very good reason. As
governor, I heard it all: "Five
bucks for one party!?" etc.
"What do you mean no
Doghead?" "Where is my
©#$*& mug!?", etc., etc. All of
these complaints are justified
and it is about time that you,
the "consumer," had some
explanations. While reading
this, however, I only ask you
that you keep in mind the fact
that there was just no time to
get all the "bad news" to you
directly. Everything happened
so fast and so suddenly that the
"people in charge" didn't even
know what to expect next. Most
of the information I learned
came AFTER "Novemberfest"
was underway. Now that both
commons, Mary Low and
Lovejoy , know where the
screw-ups were, we felt it was
time you knew.

complaints.
Originally, the brunch in the
Spa was not supposed to be.
Instead, an 8:00 am Doghead
was supposed to take place in
the Students Center with rides
to Bowdoin to follow. This
Doghead plan was still in effect, as far as I know, until the
TuesdaybeforeNovemberfest.
It was "revoked," if you will,
for sensible reasons reached by
the administration of the College.They wereconcerned with
the possibility of people avoiding the buses and drivingdown
themselves in* a state not suitable for driving. They were also
concerned with the fact thatSOO
drunk Colby students would
not portray a formidable image
to the Bowdoin community.
Both of these reasons were justified and the administration
was set on its decision. As a
result, the Doghead was elimi-

better exposure(of WMHB and
it'sevents) on campus,"as well
as the station's involvement
with "campus activities." He
strongly encouraged more
"students'(not D.J.s) active
involvement" in such areas as
student specials \ and tapes
which he defined as" a perfect
exposure " for student's
continued on page 9

Mary Low

Woodsmen Saw, Chop, And
Climb Their Way To The Top

by Terrel Hutton

On Saturday, November 5th
the University of Maine at
Orono, Unity, and Colby
Woodsmen teams gathered at
Colby for their annual AllMaine meet.
The completion of events
ranging from pole climbing to
matehlighting took all day, at
the end of which five members
of the Colby team were rewarded with first places in
individual events.Top individual finishers on the women's
team were Kate Keogh,placing
first in the . axe throw, and Jana
Christopher, who dominated
thepoleclimbandchain throw.
In the men's individu al
events,Alex Pughoutshone the
rest of his field to place first in
the matchlight contest, while
Tom Brown and Phil Tabor
sqampered and hurled their
way to first places in the mens
pole climb and axe throw, respectively.
Yet the team emphasizes that
their intent is to foster comraderie and mostly, as many

members echoed, "to have
fun." In fact ,when asked "why
Woodsmens?," the reply from
one hardy woodhacker was,
"Woodsmen's skills preserve
the heritage of the Maine lumbering industry." The more
common,lesserudite,response
was "because it's fun."
At themeet on Saturday they
seemed to be doing just that as
they cheered on teammate Phil
Tabor in the bow saw event.
The one-person bow saw competition involves sawing
through a round piece of wood
with a long bow-shaped saw.
The teeth of Tabor's saw bent
as he tackled a particularly hard
knot in the wood and he was
unable, after many tries, to
make a straight cut.
To the amusement of teammates and onlookers, he borrowed a competing team's saw
and used an unorthodox practice of cutting the wood upside-down,from the underside.
Spectators and participants
alike seemed to enjoy the
friendly competition and interteam spirit present in the sport.

Other comments on
Saturday's meet include, "this
looks like anarchy," from one
spectator source during a break
in the action, and a team
member's explanation that "it
doesn't matter what you're
doing,just look good." During
the splitting event cheers of
"lookinggood,looking good!!"
could be heard from encouraging parties.
For a team which boasts
members who enjoy pre-breakfast practices because "it's nice
to get up early" (d on't fool
us,we knowyou just want to be
in Grape Nuts ads...) and that
begins practice with the question , "well, what are you guys
motivated to do today?," the
competition of last Saturday
may havebeenmorestructured
than is natural for its free-spirit
ethic. Yet, off ered one member, "there is a lot of 'varsity7
talent here, we just like to have
a good time."
Most of the colleges that the
Colby woodsmens team competes against are forestry
continued on page 13

Donning protective footgea r, this Colby woodsman
does his share during their recent meet at home
on November 5.
photo by Ing rid Moore

High Cost Of A Colby Education Has Many Worried
thirds of Colby's students on
some sort of financial aid, it is a
When it was revealed several program that affects too many
weeks ago that there exists a of us to simply overlook.
$201,000 surplus within the
financial aid grant award "The people that can afford
budget that will not be reap- to come to Colby are ihe poor ,
portioned to those students
who recieve aid, serious ques- who get a full r ide , and ihe
tions were brought up as to well-to-do . The m iddl e clas s
what should have been done gets squeezed out. "
with this excess money.
-Weinstein
The students affected most,
those receiving some sort of
Sophomore Rachel Weinstein
financial aid, had mixed feel- admits that, even though she
ings aboutColby's financial aid recieves financial aid, the high
program. With roughly two cost of a Colby education still

by Jennifer Scott

puts a strain on her famil y's nally, Weinstein was considerfinancial situation. "There was ing less costly schools but
a period of time last year when Colby 's financial aid departmy father changed jobs and not ment was able to work out a
a lot of money was coming in. program which made Colby
By the end of the year inflow of more possible for her finanmoney was better and Colby cially. "It's still a burden, but
revoked some of my aid. That my parents and I think that a
really brought a burden down Colby education is worth it in
on my parents because al- the long run. But if my parents
though total income was more did n't think that they could
thanexpected,financialaid was afford it, I wouldn't be here. I
still greatly needed."
would have said no from the
On the flip side, Weinstein beginning."
says that, "given a good argue- "Colby was somewherein the
ment, the financial aid officers middle," stated freshman Greare willing to negotiate."Origi- gory Greco, referring to the

amount of finanial aid Colby
said they would give him in
comparison with the other colleges he was accepted to. It was
hard for Greco to turn down
packages
like
Drew
University's,which offered him
$5,000 scholarship right off the
bat but, "my parents wanted
me to come to the school I liked
the best and that was Colby."
However, with a twin brother
atanother pricey college,Greco
admits that sometimes, "I
would be a lot less troubled if
there was iust one of us, bu f
continued on page 9

by Brian Murphy

Before fraternities were abolished,wasanyone everbrought
before J-Board for suspected involvement in illegal underground Common's activities?
Never go to the pub (or is it
still called the Spa?) at 7:10 for
the missed meal plan unless
you don't want to eat until 8:10.
The nachos at the pub are terrible. They might as well han d
you a bag of nacho chips and
some sliced tomatos and peppers for all the cheese you get.
That is unless you order the
yellow cheese, in which case
the nachos become so soggy
continued on page 9

Talkin ' Shop

Every once in a while I become afflicted with writer 's
block. The creative juices seem
to dry up, no burning issues
surface, and the once lively
imagination appears to be six
feet under. It' s during these
ti mes that I feverishly rack my
brain searching for something
interestin g to write about.
Just when I thoug ht I was
washed up as a writer / 1 remembered how much I enjoy
read ing Boston Globe columnistMikeBarniclcandhiswork.
I especially enjoy an article he

occasionall y writes entitled , "I
Was Just Thinking ." In this
article Barnicle takes the opportunity to air bus random
thou ghts about the people,
places, and events in Boston
and around the world with
good humor and poignant insight. To combat my chronic
case of write's block, I thought
I might borrow from Barnicle's
great idea and concern myself
wit hmyownrandom thought s
about the people, places; and
events of Colby. In keeping
t hese thought sin the context of
Colby, therecould be no other
title but 'Talkin ' Shop."

by Curtis Carlson

Silence For Max

"Young people are the agents
of change;in fact,young people
are change, so we must join
together arid look for solutions
to the problems facing our
world today." (From the
"constitution" of Youth Communion)
I met Max last January. We
were both spending time at a
religious community called
Taize, which is located in the
countryside just outside Macon, France. Because my time
there was mostly spent in silence, I did not speak to others
for very long, but on the night
before I left I spent sometime in
the community's coffee-house,
where people shared stories
about where they were from
and what brought them to
Taize. This is where I met Max.
He was sharing a traditional
song with the people there, a
song from the country which
he comes from, Zimbabwe,
Africa . I only spoke with him
for a little while, but in this
short while Max's openness,
happiness and friendliness
shone. . Before I left, we exchanged addresses and said
"good-bye".
This summer, my family and I
received a letter from Max. In

the letter he explained of a
project he had .started in Zimbabwe. He had a dream of
somehow bringing youth together from different tribes,
churchesand races in his country to share their experiences,
talk about their differences and
move towardsbridging these
differences to live and "work
together towards development." This was his ideal goal
which he shared with his
friends, and obtained their
support. Youth Communion
gatherings would consist of,
and do consist of, group discussions, individual thought
and reflection, singing, and
dancing. They decided to call
the project "Youth Communion."
To make it a reality he had to
start from the beginning; he
needed a place to bring people
together. He used, and still
uses his own home in the Zimbabwean countryside,which is
about ten miles from the nearest main road and does not have
electricity or tapped water. He
also needed food to feed the
people who came together. At
first he was able to handle this
alone, but now the project is
growing. Max is no longer able

to support the project through
hisresourcesand the resources
of his friends, and that is why
he wrote. He needshelp.
I'm organizingan experience
in which we can help Max and
"Youth Communion",conveniently named Silence for Max.
Itcan most simply beexplained
as a "Silence-a-thon". It will
occur over the 48 hour period
beginning at 3 PM on Friday,
December 2. Participants will
ask people to sponsor them a
certain amount of money for
every hour that they do not
speak. (For example, a sponsorship of a dime an hour would
be a donation of $4.80 for someone who was silent for the
duration.) Money raised will
be sent directly to Max and
Youth" Communion. Participants do not need to commit
themselves to the full 48 hours,
this is the maximum time span,
and acts as a common time
period in which we can experience this together.
My housemates and I will open
our house, 86 Pleasant Street,
and offer this as a place where
participants canbetogether for
any of the 48 hour period. I
learned from my experience at
Taize thatbeingaround others,

come and be together. (Another idea to help this becomea
group experience would be to
continued on page 15

walking,eating,lookingateach
other, and communicating
without speech is a very powerful experience. Sen please

SUGARLOAF
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U2 Continues Dynasty In Film
by H. E. Wluteford
Rflf tfe and Hum is U2's latest
attempt to become the supergroup of the BO'S. The film
"rockumentary" contains new
songs along with renditions of
several U2'sclassics,including
some from their latest studio
album, The Joshua Tree and
other remakes of legendary
rock greats.
The movie itself lacks a certain continuity because the
concertfootagejumpsbackand
forth between various cites
across the country. Filmed
completely in black and white,
the most memorable footage is
in the only section filmed in
color. During a U2 concert at
Sun Devil Stadium in Tempe,
Arizona, the band utilized the
dramatic changeto color at this
point of the film. Only there
can the impact of their tremendous light showscan be appreciated to their fullest.
The black and white footage

has its picturesque moments
because it tends to subdue the
glitter of modern rock and roll but generally the lack of color
detracts from the overall impact of the movie.
Where the visual effects are
lacking, the music in
themovieissuperior.Theirbest
new tune is the rocking Desire ,
which has all the character and
soul of previous works. With
the exception of When Love
ComesTo Town, the rest of
y the
new music is typical of U2's
unique style.
Legendary blues guitarist B.
B. King lends his skillsin VJhen
LoveComes To Town -arythm
andblues tune.With Kingplaying his guitar "Lucille" and
singing a duet with U2's lead
singer, Bono, the song is a welcome sabbatical from U2's
characteristic style.
The most creative song in the
movie is a new version of I Still
Haven't Found What I' m Looking
For . The band goes Harlem to
re-record the hit with a black

Gospel choir, adding an interestingtwist to oneof their more
popular tunes of recent years.
U2 also uses two legendary
songs from other artists. The
movie opens withHelter Skelter,
a Beatles powerhouse. They
also perform a version of Bob
Dylan's classic, All Along The
Watchtower , which is done
superbly.
The problem with the movie
is thatit lacksdirection.Atsome
points it seems to be a documentary on the band itself,
other times it tries to give a
perspective on what life on the
road is like. None of the angles
are developed completely,and
there is no sense of anything
being accomplished in the
movie.
On the whole, the movie is
entertaining if you want to get
a sense of a live U2 show.
However, efforts to convey a
sense of the meaning and message of U2's music are lost in
theattemptedprofundityofthis
lengthened rock video.

Mainely Music
THE NEIGHBORHOODS
The Neighborhoods,a Boston
based rock band, is scheduled
to appear in Colby's Page
Commons Room Thursday at
9pm. Co-sponsored by the
lunior and Senior classes, tickets are available for a mere $2 a
head.Musicia n magazine'sBill
Flanagan said "the Neigborhoods understand how to balance power and melody.
They're a great American rock
band." Known largely for their
buzzsawliveperformancesand
mod-punk influenced pop
songwriting, the band boasts a
notable history in their native
Beantown and throughout the
Northeast.
At a press conference after
David Bowie's "Glass Spicier "
tour, Bowie said the "hoods"
album ranked as one of his
favorites of the summer. Soon
after, Bowie's agents arranged
to have the Neighborhoods
open for the rock legend before
a rowdy 61,000 at Sullivan Stadium.

THE CANADIAN BRASS
The Portland Concert Association presents THE CANADIAN BRASS on Friday, November 18 at 8:00 at Portland
City Hall Auditorium. The
Brass has delighted audiences
throughout the world with a
unique blend of virtuosity and
entertainment. A longtime favorite of Portland, the Brass
returnsNovember18with their
magical mixture of classics,
pop, and laughter, that is their
trademark.
Tickets are $17 and $11 and
are available from the Portland
Concert Association at 7728630. The performance is sponsored by Fleet Bank.
STRYPER
Stryper will appear at the
Portland Civic Center Thursday, November 17 at 8:00pm.
Controversy has surrounded
this self-proclaimed Christian
Heavy Metal band since the
release of their first album in

1984. The band took much criticism from the press and the
Christian community. As the
band grew in popularity, it
became obvious that many of
the early criticswere being won
over by Stryper's dual commitment to both music and a message. TO HELL WITH THE
DEVTL,Stryper'scurrent album
has sold over a million copies
and earned them a grammy
nomination. Expectations for
their new album- IN GOD WE
TRUST- are equally high.
Tickets are $15.50 General
Admission and are available at
at the Civic Center Box Office
and all Ticketron outlets.
THE PSYCHO-BLUESMEN
A spinoff of the "BlueFlames,"
the Psycho-Bluesmenwillbring
their rocking blues to the Silver
Street Tavern both Friday and
Saturday night. For a mere 2$
cover, the finest of Waterville
live entertainment is open to
those21 and older. ID'swill be
checked at the door.
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A listing of everything
from Thursday eve till Sunday
Morn

Thursday
7:00pm .INTERNATIONALFILM $ERIE$-Japanese:Xhe .
ftaQeral ; AV viewing room
8:00pm BUNCHE SYMPOSIUM IJCTURE- C Anthony
Broh, author of "A Horse of a Different Color," deals with TV
and the Jesse Jackson
campaign- L215=
9:00 pm-1 am THE NEIGHBORHOODS-Page Commons
Room, sponsored by theJunior and Senior classes

Friday
3:00 pm PANEL DISCUSSION: "How the Press Handled the
Election"- Given Auditorium
&30 pm LOVETOY: THE VIGIL- a biographical film of Elijah
Parish Lovejoy- Given Auditorium
4:30 pm SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY LECTURE- "Developing Intuition from Queuing Models; Ken Krenzin, USM
8:00 pm 36th ANNUAL LOVEJOYCONVOCATION- John
Kifner, foreign correspondent, The New York Times- Robins
Room

S aturday
. 8:00 pm COLBY KENNEBEC CHORALE SOCIETY CONCERT-Lorimer Chapel

Sunday
3:00 pm FLUTE AND STRING QUARTET-Given Auditorium
5:*5pm CHAPEL CHOIRREHEARSAL-All WelcomeLor
irrier Chapel

Ongoing
7;00 fe 9;15pm Thursday- Saturday s ROXANN& Stu-A Film
Oct 2$- Nov-27 Soldiers of the Queen: Toy Solders by
Harold Pestana,
Oct 28 - Dec 4 Faculty Exhibit
Thru Nov 22 Student Foundation Ait Show - MARY LOW
. COFFEEHOUSE
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further stated,"everyone votes
equally on (most) issues,"therefore the outcome of the voting
continued from page 4
creativity...! seeavenues open- would probably be identical to
the past. However, he stated
ing for that."
In reference to how he feels that he would like to apply ids
the exchange of powers will "philosophy of providing as
effect the station Lilore com- diverse a selection as possible,
mented, ""the job (of general giving all types of music a
manager) is hot a more power- chance to beheard."Cox stated,
ful position"and consequently "I think Joe Liloreis goingto do
his role would simply be al- a very good job in continuing
tered "from programmable to the success and direction of
managerial/' not raised. He WMHB."

DeAngelo

Talkin' Shop

road is still there.
How many different ways are
there to sneak into a student
center party?
One of these days I'm going to
order Domino'sand have them
deliver to me as I sit in dinner at
Robert's.I wonder if the Seller's
workers will be insulted.
' I hate fillingout that card when
I forget my I.D. at the dining
hall. They want to know my
entire lif ehistory,including my
credit rating, just so I can eat.
Seiler's should have Pop Tarts
for breakfast. If they did I might
get up.
Junior Year Abroad is an incredible opportunity.
WMHB's Sportsrtrp is a great
show.
I'm not a theatre person, but
the cast of Buried Child was
fantastic. I had no clue what the
play was about, but the cast
was great.
Who's therocket scientistwho
planted the tree in the middle
of Fossparking lot?
Can only tall, skinny people
fit into ihe press box at the
football field?
Not that I get any mail anyway, but I hate having my
mailbox on the. bottom row. I
hate it especially at 11:30 when
half the campus tries to get its
mail all at once before going to
lunch.
I want to organize an I-Play
street hockey league for the
"street" of the library.
I knowl have zero chance with

continued f rom page 5
thatyou have to scoop them up
withyourhands,getting cheese
everywhere except in your
mouth.
I'm a senior and I still haven't
figured out what that piece of
"art" is supposed to be in the
lobby of the fieldhouse.
I .knew a Stu-A sponsored
Doghead party in the student
center was too good to be true.
Does anyone actually know
someone who lives in Coburn?
The Colby community can
ize;the amount of work that
finally be proud of its football
goes into, just one party, let
team.
• Jay OlsonhitslikeaMack truck
alone a whole weekend. For
continued from page 4
and Brian "Bubba/' Dohertycan
parties the Center has seen this two exhausting months both
lanned
and
organC
o
mmons
p
The
band
was
of
top
stick.
The best hit of the year
year.
though, was when our kicker,
quality (finally) and the cro\vd ized this Novemberfest in
unlike
hopes
that
it
would
be
was having a blast. Of course
Pete Sandblom, ran down and
we got lucky with the fact that anything Colby has ever seen. I crushed a guy from Bowdoin
Colby had just destroyed Bow- think they succeeded. Sure onakickoff.
mistakes were made, but after
doin.
Has Joe Vecchi ever missed a
Bill
l
y Joe
And last, but certainly hot all, as the immortal
pass?
once
sang
:
recognia
special
note
of
least
Jonny Bartlett never gets less
"You're only human.
tion goes out to both Lovejoy
than four yard a carry. Never.
You're supposed to make
Commons and Mary Low
Suck it up Bowdoin! Ha! Ha!
Commons. People don't real- mistakes... "
Everybody at the Echo works
their butts off to putout whatis
becoming a great paper.
If I can find out the names of
member council. Those elected those students protesting at the
were senior Martha Brockel- CI.A. interviews, I'm going to
man,junior Erica Dresser, sen- make them public!
continued from page 1
ior Tracy Gionfriddo , senior
I don't know about you but I
less attitude."BruceK. Barnard, Eric Hanson,senior Alex Pugh, still have a tendency to take a
Manager of the Bookstore re- senior Tom Shyka, and senior left af tefthe student center and
sponded,saying "the canisters Cynthia Wood. Now that the continue driving, thinking the
^
you mentioned hkve
been members have.beenelected arid
removed from the shelves and Cynthia Wood has finished
will not be reordered."
putting together a constitution,
Colby 's wages you can reach
Proposed field trips include the council is ready to seek
your work study allotment. If I
visits to the Maine Yankee funding from Stu-A. Professor continued from page 5
worked as many hours as I
Power Plant, Bangor Land Fill, Cole is the faculty advisor to with both of us going to expen- would have to in order to get
a sewage treatment plant, The the council. If you are inter- sive colleges I do feel a little
the money that they have laid
Scott Paper Plant, and the ested in more information on guilty about coming to Colby." aside for me, I'd have to work
smoke stack which blows bad becoming a member please feel Greco believes that the finanabout 20 hours a week and my
smells toward Mary Low free to contact any of the newly cial aid that he's recieving right
academics would really suffer."
Commons.
elected board members. The now is,"sufficient,although I'd
Another student who wished
During the first meeting elec- next meeting will be held on always like to see a little more." to remain anonymous said of
tions were held for a seven December i. '
One of the most common
the work stud y program, "In a
complaints about Colby's fimore populated area where
nancial
aid
is
the
work-stud
there are more buisinesses,
y
¦
J=inr ¦- JlBFTj
:ipr
fJFl l :..
inrrr ,:.
ini
IF1I
unr—
program. Many students feel
Colby would be.forced to raise
that they could never possibly
the wages or else students
make their alotted amount of
would just find jobs off cammoney because of low wages. pus. Let's f ace it, the town of
Stated sop homore Dan
Waterville isn't exactl y boomBouv ier, "The .wages here just ing. Colby j ustdoesn't' paya lot
not high enough. I worked at of money to its student workmopping Lovejoy last year and ers because it's isolated and
earned $5.71 an hour. That was
they have a corner on the stuone
of
the
best
wages
on
camdent market."This student did
¦ ^ |pus and thafs really
That 's what people will say... ^^^^ ?
that
say however,"There are plenty
when they see your new holida y ^^^^ H
D much." Echoing thesenotsentiof jobs to be had at Colby. The
look by Chic Hair Fash ions
^^^^ B * 1 ments was Weinstein who financial aid office makes sure
stated, "There isno way that on thatyou get a listingbefore you
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a girl when her first line to me
is, "How's it goin', Murph?"
Has anyone ever said, "Oh,
just wait a minute honey while
I run down to the condom
machinein the laundry room?"
How many of you automatically grab a spoon with your
knife and fork and then never
use it? It's like we're expecting
that some how, some way,
today will be different and
we're actually going to try the
jel lo.If you ask me,I think thaf s
why our tuition goes up every
year; to cover the increasing
cost of washingunused spoons.
Seiler'sispushingit when they
put out the same dessert for
lunch and dinner four days in a
row. We're not that dumb, we
notice.
I feel like a rat iri a maze looking for the cheese when I try to
find someone's room in Hillside.
Seniors, there are 192 days to
graduation!
So that if s worth my while to
brave going to my mailbox
during the 11:30 rush, I'd appreciate anyone'scohtributions
for future Talkin'Shop articles.
Just send any of your random
thoughts oh Colby tome at Bo*
1200. If I use any of your insights on life at Colby, you'll
receive a handsomeEcho t-shirt
emblazoned with the picture of
Echo . Editor-in-chief David
Russell on the front and bikiniclad feature editor Jen Scott on
the back.
even get here of all the jobs
available in all ot tne departments so that you can pick and
chose what kind of work you
want to be doing."
Bouvier stated the concerns
that many financial aid recipients have when he said, "My
parents wanted me to come
where I wanted to so the issue
of money didn't come into play
when I applied for schools.
Now I think I' m like a lot of
Colby students who's families
are having a tough time of it.
They [financial aid officers] tell
us at the beginning of the se. mester that we have to come up
with x amount of money and
we don 't know where it's
coming from. Everything I
make during the summer goes
towards school; I'm not like a
lot of the kids who come here
with a lot of spending money
lying around."
At a schooffike Colby where
so many st udents need no t
worry about the high cost of
their education, a significant
amountareconcerned with the
rising cost of tuition an d worry
about th e burden thi s pu t s on
their parents. They also wonder how they will later handle
the loans that they will be obligated to pay off once their
educa ti on i s complete. Stated
Weinstein,"Thepeople thatcan
a f for d t o come to Colby are the
poor, who get a full ride, and
the well-to-do.The middle class
gets squeezed out."

The Colby Crossfire
An Embarrassment
to the College
Last Friday, November 7, The Colby Crossfire was
distributed throughout all four dining halls on campus for
the first time this year.
Quite frankly, I'm really not sure why.
First, allow me to say that I would never deny any
individual or group the opportunity to express their
opinions. Not only would this be a denial of their right to
freedom of speech, but it challenges the very premise on
which this country was founded. Yet, the editors of all
publications must adhere to the rules of responsible
journalism.
Unfortunately, the distribution of The Colby Crossfire by
its editor implies that this organization considers itself
above such guidelines.
Editor-in-Chief Gregory Lundberg just ifies the paper's
controversial articles by saying The Crossfire 's purpose is
twofold: "not only is it a rightwing paper," but it is also
intended to "rile peop le up ...stimulate a bit of
reaction...make a little trouble."
I'd argue that the paper fails in both respects.
It was vehemently denounced by the Republican Club,
which is by its very nature conservative. Also, The
Crossfire 's readers weren't provoked by the paper's content,
but out of its lack of quality reporting. The stories, which
might have been illuminating, were burdened with
repugnancy, insensitivity, and succeeded in proving just
how immature and narrow-minded its editor and
contributors were.
I'm sure I echo the sentiments of many by saying The
Crossfire stepped outside the line separating thoughtful
disagreement from callous, libelous comments about the
personalities and characters of others. As an editor myself,
there is nothing I'd rather do than distance myself from
those responsible. My heart goes out to those insulted by
the crass articles contained within its pages.
I applaud the Board of Governors for severing; all current
funding for The Crossfire. By ignoring the rights of all
students, regardless of sex, sexual preference, ethnic or
national origin, this publication undermines the existence
of the Colby College Student Association Constitution, and
therefore deserves nothing less than what it received.
I'm saddened by the immaturity of its staff. So when The
Crossfire solicits new funds, as they have every right to do
and claim to be doing right now, they had better not come
knocking on my door.
Chris Preston
Managing Editor
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Letter From Argentina
Dear Editors of Colby Cross- fellows out in the Midwest (it
fire;
was so heart-warming to hear
You can't begin to under- about them killing that Jew
stand the satisfaction you have radio announcer!!). Now it
given Benito and me. We have seems even some of you young
been down here in Argentina intellectuals are getting in on
for over forty years, and only the action. I mean, after World
now are we seeing the rise of War II we were pretty conanyworthwhilepolitical move- vinced that Americans were
ments in America. First, all of against facism; thank you for
those nice White Supremist letting us know that this is not

the case!!
Please, please keep up the
good work. If you need any
assistance,please by and get in
touch.
Yburs Truly,
Adolf Hitler
(Translated from German to
English by Andrew Williams
'91)

A Journalistic Perversion "
ations that they encounter provides no acceptable premise to
The latest issue of The Colby commit crimes." The "crime"
Crossfire contains some of the the author is referring to isAIDS
most offensive, bigoted litera- victims' ability in California to
ture (and I use that termloosely) take out insurance policies that
to hit campus in a long time. It allow them to leave their money
is insulting in its commentary to family and friends. Apparconcerning homosexuals, ently, the author believes that
women, and anyone else who because the homosexual viccould possibly be castigated tims of AIDS have a sexual
under the "liberal" nametag orientation different from the
and,I would hope, embarrass- authors, those persons are not
ing to the more open-minded, worthy of being insured and
ethical conservatives on cam- leaving their property to those
pus.
who have loved and cared for
The paper, newsletter, or them. One wonders if the auwhatever Editor-in Chief Gre- thor ascribes the same "moral
gory H. Lundberg likes to think decadence" to the children.
it is, uses base humor and hemophiliacs and heterosexumoralizing rhetoric to commu- als with AIDS,or if it is solely
nicate its bigotry. In the article the homosexuals he is preach"Tutti Frutti/'.the author writes ing to.If the authors intent was
concerning AIDS victims'right primarily anti-homosexual, it
to medical insurance: "The would be in line with the tone
moral decadence that got these of yet another article, "Armsorry individuals into the situ- chair Philosophy, etc." This

article contains various snipets
demeaning everyone from
female Colby students, "Soft
serve ice cream machines are
not complimentary the the
female form," to gays "Spandex is a godsend. Lesbians with
power arenot,"toJesseJackson
"It was reported that Jesse
Jackson, with nothing better to
do, has been playing bass with
Lynrd Skynrd. You can catch
himnext weekin BatonRouge."
You will note that I have not
mentioned the names of the
authors of the aforementioned
articles. The reason is that those
articles were published anonymously. Obviously , Editor-in
Chief Gregory H.Lundberghas
never heard of the term "responsible journalism." If he
had, he would know that it not
only irresponsible and unethical, but cowardly to print articles anonymously. If the aucontinued on page 13

FA. Evokes Mixed Emotions
In the November 3issue of the
Echo. I was quoted as having
felt ""screwed" by the Financial
Aid Office. I feel that someclarification and further explanati on of some of my comment s
are in order. Whenever the
person who in fact writes an
art icle is not th e same person
whoactually conducts the interview,inevitably there aregoing
to be some points omitted or
miscommunicated. The Financial Aid Office is not as heartless as por traye d, nor am 1 as
unapprec iat ive of the a id I do
receive. Nevertheless, I still
maintain my disappointment
in some of the off ice's actions.
My comment abou t f eeling
"screwed" was in reference to
the bud ge t surp lus that exists
in a year in which a tuition
increase wasaccompan i ed by a
decrease in my grant. As the

article stated,Colby'sFinancial
Aid Office enabled me to enroll
atGolbyby increasingmy original aid pac kage ;however, midyear the gran t increase was
recons idered an d signif icant ly
reduced. After much mental
angu ish on my pa rt, the F.A.
office's "incredible ability to
manipu la te f igures " was actually used in my favor. In its
effort to decreasethe additional
amount I was told to pay, my
total allowed workstudy hours
were cu t considerabl y. This
assistance eventually came to
haunt me at the end of theyear
when it was necessary f or me
to quit working because I had
exceeded my new earnings
limit.
Although my financial situation is unique and there f ore
possibl y irrelevant to other aid
reci p ients, it clearl y represe nts

an example of the type of upsetting experience a student on
aid can encounter. As any F.A.
recip ient knows, it is easy to
attribute negative feelings
about the aid to the office itself.
Considering!!more carefull y, I
realize the anxiety is really
toward the money and the
concept of f inanc ial a id ra ther
than toward the off ice on a
personal level. Because of the
problems with aid I faced last
year , naturall y I feel worr ied
that a similar situation may
recur. I live with the fear of
having to transf er because I can
no longer afford my Colby
education and that the Financial Aid Office is not necessarily going to stop me.

Jane Maloney '91

Tho opinions printed hero do not necessarily represent tho views of tho Colby Txhc or its sta ff
Tho Colby Echo encourages loiters from readers ,especially thoso within tho'Colby community , Letters to tho Editor should bo typed ,
double-spaced , and no moro than 300 words in length. Loiters must bo signed, and include a phono number. Letters must either bo in
campus mail, addressed to 77i« Echo by 10:00 a,m. Monday morning, or In tho Echc offlco by 6:00 p,m., Monday, unless special contact has
boon modo with tho Editor , All loiters from members of tho Colby community will bo printed as long as thoy arc not libelous or obscene, and
moot tlie above requirem ents. Tho Editor has tho right to correct spoiling ond grammar and/or shorten letters with tho advlco of the writer.

The Crossf ire . . Cross Examined

by Daniel Price Bar-Zeev,
Drew Hoyt, Chris Jordan, and the line "they both love to
eat Kitty," was obnoxious and
Craig Mertens
unnecessary. Was that supThe press is one of the most posed to sway people to vote
powerful forces in this coun- for Bush? Are a few poorly
try. It can make immortals out written anti-Dukakis limericks
ofmen,itcandestroy our presi- supposed to make us like
dents, current or prospective, George any more? No. Infanand it can alter the minds of tile remarks about an
millions with a single bold- opponent's physical features
typed headline. Unfortunately, and personal life are not the
this power is abused as much way to present an opinion.
Not only that, but in Paul
as it is used.
The recently published Colby Argazzi's article, he makes an
Crossfire is a perfect example of unprecedented generalization
this abuse. Of course, the pub- of tiie students f romMassachulishershavethe right to express setts (or "Taxachusetts" as
their views and opinions, but Chris Mastangelo shovelled
the way in which they deliv- onto his article) who support
ered their messages was crude, their Governor. "The interesting part of this situation lies in
arrogant, and immature.
The attacks on Dukakis were the obvious financial status of
to be expected, as this election many of these students," he
had been the most negative writes. Was that proven? Did
carivpaign to date. But compar- he go around asking.the huning Dukakis to "-ALF" based on dreds of people from Massaphysical features was puerile, chusetts of their political pref-

erences and financial statuses? writer, life itself has a 100%
Or is he just guessing? Either mortality rate. Whoever wrote
way, attacking the people who this article obviously lacks a
support Dukakis is even lower certain sympathy for the termithan attacking Dukakis's wife. nallyill. "He'sgonnacroakany- "All it takes is a little bit of way,why give him money?" is
intelligence and knowledge the attitude the writer presents.
Ithoughtthatwasterribleuntil
about the man and his party to
see what he is actually pulling I read the next phrase: "...the
for,"writesEditor-in-chief Gre- moral decadence that got these
gory . H. Lundberg, about sorry individuals into the situDukakis (not Bush) . That ation they encounter..."Was the
doesn't sound too arrogant newborn baby who was born
now,does it? How many unde- with and died with AIDS morcided voters would have sud- ally decadent? Was the man
denly turned to Bush as a result who contracted AIDS from a
of this comment?
blood transfusion a sorry indiTheworst,the ultimately low- vidual? The prejudice seeping
est article of the entire mon- throughout the article was disstrosity was the anonymously gusting, and speaks poorly of
written feature, "Tutti Frutti" the first amendment.
which said of AIDS v_ctirns:"It
A line at the end of the paper
is ludicrous that a company saying, "Spandexis a godsend.
should be forced to give away Lesbians with power are not,"
money to someone with a dis- is determining proof that the
ease that boasts a 100% mortal- first amendment privileges
ity rate." Surprise, unnamed were stretched, and the line

(which was obvious to a percentage of students) was said
simply because they could say
it.
Just the name Crossfire itself is
ridiculous. Crossfire means an
exchange of ideas and beliefs,
not just a pamphlet expressing
one view. It should have been
called "The Colby One-Sider."
In conclusion, let us say that
this was written before theelection, and by the time this is
pnnted, the name of our next
president will be revealed. Our
varying political beliefs are irrelevant to our contempt for
the paper. This editorial concerns only the method in which
it was presented; condescending and narrow minded.
Next time, Mr. Lundberg,
would you and your writers
please think of something
thought-provoking and beneficial, instead of thought-depriving and mindless?

Dear Dear Whitey

by Ellen Langf ord

Thisisin reaction to lastweek's
"Dear Whitey"column entitled
"Heavy in the Heights." If this
smallcolumnwithitsgrotesque
illustration wasmeant to amuse
its'readers;:it missed*its mark
Instead of finding it funny I
saw it as a blatant example of
the \yidespread
intolerance at
¦ "' ¦
Colby.
Certainly we can fi nd some
other way to amuse ourselves
than to make a laughing stock
of certain groups of individuals. Being overweight in our
society can be painful. As this"
articleshows,thereexistsa very
strong prej udice against those

who don't meet the unrealistic and then purging, which leads
ideals for the human form set to tooth decay,ulcers, and other
injuries to internal organs.Any
by society.
Women in particular are con- form of eating disorder results
stantly pressured by American in low self-esteem and selfbeauty standards to be thin. conciousness, to the point
(Only two percent of all Ameri- where some women with eatcan women fit 1 the measure- ing disorders feel uncomfortments which are demanded of able eating in public.
models pictured in magazines Twenty percent of college
such as Vogue,etc.) These pres- women have eating disorders,
sures lead to eating disorders and many more experience
such as anorexia, bulimia, and anxiety about dieting or bod y
compulsive eating. Anorexia is size.' No college can afford to
dietingbeyond the point where support attitudes which dithe body is receiving adequate rectly decrease the self-esteem
nourishment which leads to of its students.
dizziness, weakened immune
I suppose prejudices are easy
system, and potentially death. to maintain at Colby. There is
continued on page IS
Bulimia is repeatedly bingeing
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Bush Agenda A Mystery
by Matt Lehman

However, because he campaigned on these banal issues,
Ano th er electi on come an d wishing to fi ght Dukakis'chargone,and as a first time partici- acter,not the democratic stand
pan t, I am very puzzled by the on issues. This was a relatively
American electorate. Last issue f ree campa ign. Apar t
Tuesday, George Bush won a from the old religious standconvincing(40 state) victory. bys, abor tion and prayer in
However, thanks to his cam- school, the key issues fac ing
paign, and the American vot- America,the def icit, arms coners, he comes in neither wit h a trol, homelessness, and childmandate or agenda. '
care, remained far f rom the
^
I was one of the many who political forum. What
will you
complained abou t th e 1988 remember most from this campresidential election. I felt it pai gn? Ben tsen'sKennedy line,
was a poor showcase of what i s Dukakis'ssilly pose in the tank.
supposed to bea glorified proc- Willie Horton probably now
ess. George Bush won because has a hi gher name recognition
he pa inted Mike Dukakis as a in this country than many inleftof center liberal who wanted fluential Senators.
to let murderers ou t of ja il, ta ke
Thus although Bush has won
away Southerner's guns an d a large electoral vote victory,
sell out the military. His cam- he hasn't come in with an
paigning was certainly effec- agenda. Certainl y, he won't
tive as Pukakis' negativity rat- act like M ike Dukak i s in off ice,
ing skyrocketed in August and but what will he do. He camSeptember.
paigned to carry on sevenyears

of peace, job s and economic

prosperity. However, he cannot continue on the Reagan
deficit road. A few days after
the election, the world's financial markets sent him a message that he had better gain
control of the deficit. One
would certainly hope that both
Bush and Dukakis would advoca te peace, but Bush proposes peace th rough strength.
However , further military
buildup will increase the deficit. What is Bush to do? He
pledged not t o stop weapons
funding becauseit was a necessary bargaining, tool with the
Soviet s, bu t where wil l the
money come from. Something
will have to give.'*
Another facet of election '88
is that although the popular
vote margin for Bush was
around 8%,t he Democrats won
a firmer hold on Congress. Take
continued on page 15
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. Technically The Colby Cross/jrecouldreapplyforclubstatus
continued'from page l
and funding. AccordingtoStubut due to aca demic pressures A Cultura l Cha ir Danny Reed,
heis temporarily "not thinking "dif ferent people could app ly
about it [the paper]/' Planning next year,"but "there'sachaiice
to resume working on it in thatit wouldbereinstatedwith
January, Lunberg hopes "to the same people next year/'
have it fairly routinely in the depending on who the Stu-A
spring."
officers are.

Crossf ire

Perversion
continued fir a page 10
thors of thope articles wereso
firm, in their beliefs that they
needed to subjec t the rest of us
to their bigotry,they should at
least have had the courage to
pr int their names alongside
their words.

The Colby Crossfire is a reck-

less, irrespons ible f orum for
bigotry trying to hide under
the guise of honest political
__n______f Wk 7 amW f ^ ____n_f a_____[_H commentary. The persons involved in its production are
_-_^_H-B mmW A B_f 1 mm\. ______ ! ____H______ i
___
_
___H___0
__k
_H___V
mkwL
-WmWM
f
cowardly in their attempt to
"
^
_^_i_^_Bf _^_ ^H_________
___h_
b_B1_I____f
_^V "" _^_^_i
hide in anonymity and insult
the institution that they have
attempted to manipulate.Jour__________________
_^_HH_^H__^_v dBk » ¦________ F
nalism is about a truthful, re________HB_f
T___F ___M ______-________ -¦
/
sponsible representationof fact
and opinion. Those responsible
for it do not merely cower
beneath the responsibilities of
journalism, they insult them.
In doing so, The Colby Crossfire
is not just another political forum, but a journalistic perversion.

has done just that
1988 was a landmark season
continued from page 1
for Colby football: the team
and Chip Kispert, their first made a break from the losing
victory over Bowdoin and first tradition of old and began a
non-losing season are the long new type of streak: winning.
deserved rewards for the 1-23 Lefshopeitwon'tbeanotherS
struggle of the previous three yearsbefore the next CBB title.
years. Before their last game, Next year promises to be an
Head Coach Tom Austin had even greater year for Colby
wanted "to send the seniors off football. Eighteen out of the 22
oh apos itivenote"and,through starters are returning, and
the "tre mendous p lay of the Vecchi predicts "we'll go 6-2."

Alternative
Careers
This is a public

^^

$1§

continued from page 5

ThePIRG's (PublicInterestResearch Groups) are non-profit
grassroots organizations that
work for environmental protection, consumer rights, and
democratic participation in
public affairs. Mary Lou Kopas,
a 1986 Colby graduate will be
on campus Fri., Nov. 18 for an
informal informational session
at 3:00 pin. in the Career Services library, 2nd floor,Roberts.
For more information, contact:
Mary Lou Kopas(508) 756-1936.

Kathleen McKiernan '90
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enure team," the football team

Football

schools in Canada, where
woodsmens teams are the
equivalent of Division 1 football. It is perhaps appropriate
then that the Colby team keep
its sucesses and failures in perspective with its upbeat, flexible attitude. Wearers of the
PV=nRT jackets(Loosely translated, peavy, a logging tool,
equals number of rolled logs)
wish to express their thanks to
everyone who showed up to
judge last Saturdays events and
especially to Rudy Penczer and
Thad Gemski who contributed
many hours of labor to the setup of the meet. A good time
was had by all.

"Tickles Hie floiny bone with the
exuberant ring of fresh comic tiiuikin g.''

(CJr **

?§§

-Peter Travers, PEOPLE MAGAZINE
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Gradua t e School of

Archi tecture , Planning ,
and Preserva t ion

The Shape of
Two Cities:
NewYork /Paris
Special Undergraduate Program A junior year
introduction to architecture,urban planning, and
historic preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at an accredited
college or university. Students spend the first
semester in Now York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the
second semester in Paris at Columbia's studio and
classroom facility in the historic Marais district,

400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York, New York 10O27
12 12) 280-3510
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"Stunninglybeautiful... ^^ P^\ ^^^ K
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it 's a sun-dappled romantic . -¦' k^^^^ B
comedy. Steve Martin is T mUWW GrENIUS
one of the screen's fliraiiest m m Wj Ks easily
pie
and
Martin's
Steve
best
hi_
guys... amazmg,bouncy
^
^
firmly
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- David Anson, NEWSWEEK

establisheshim as a£
Seniusr
___^___ t au<hentic comic
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I, Fall,'1989 In New York and Spring, 1990 in Paris
II. Summer, 1989 in New York and Fall, 1989 in Paris

Dean of A dmissions
Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservat ion
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The Program offers a choice of academic terms;

Application forms and additional information may
be obtained from:
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Kristen- Did you really reach
down and play with it?

us can have Flint, he's already
got a girl. And Flint: I have
shownmyself.Aphrodite:Keep
Did you know that .if you can in touch!
tie the stem of a maraschino
Aphroddite ll
cherry into a knot using only
a.k.a. Copy Cat
your tongueand your teeth that
means you're a good kisser?!?! K- Congrats on being ahead in
the SSP- way to go!
Campus Automotive
General Automotive
To the sophisticated Intimatesrepair/diagnosis
Can't waitfor seven to ten days!
Used car consultations
SAAB, Volvo, Volkswagen
Sarah- Did you like the D.J.
a specialty.
Saturday night?
r
call Erik before Arbo s
Foss 105, x3047
S-Rackingup those points?Too
bad the walls are so thin.
Sandybeach - You keep your
forks to yourself! I don't u se Kelly, Kathy, Sarah M, Mya,
those kinds
of utensils!!-Stream Ho, Kristin- the sexiest girls on
___ ^_^ ____ _
_^_ ___
°
^^^
campus- We must have dance
Does anyone have a plug?
lessons more often. Next time
with partners.
,
So, Lori are you a pointer or a
setter? (Hint: Urinals are for Cool BeansU'.Jen J. - I think
men.)
you're great! Thanks for all the
laughs.
To my roomates:
-Rachel
You guys are awesome! - Your
fifth "Quad roomate"
Nisha - How's kissy -Face? -S
Anne and Ruth- How are Martin and George? -SS

Hey, what a revelation - Hal
knows the alphabet forwards
and backwards!

SENIORS, take the challenge!
Can you tie the stem of a Hey Janet, Got a perfect© I can
maraschino cherry into a knot use?
while its in your mouth??? For
personal tutoring, see Kevin P. LizaThanks for the cake - it 's just
T (the running man):
what we both needed consid"Why are you so far away? she ering how we swim, run, lift,
said.
and do aerobics at least three
Oh, won't you ever know that times a day!
I'm in love with you, that I'm in -Your equally lazy roommate
love with you?
You - soft and lonely;
S- OH MY ROOT
You - lost and lonely;
-E
You - as strange as angels...
You're just like a dream...
Bethie Baby -1 heard a rumor
You - just like heaven."
that you didn't come home
I've got the Cure...
Friday OR Saturday nigh t!!!
To Cathy, Kelly, Bill & Isser,
and Rudi: Thankyou veiy very
muchfor the thought,time,and
effort. It was a very special
birthday and it really meant a
lot.
-Sue
Aphrodite: I'm just having
some fun! Look,neither one of

Andy S.
Lifeisgreat!CARPEDIEM!I'm
here if you needa ahug.
Love, Rachel
L-O-V-E-H-I-M.i.Please tell us
something we don't a;ready
know.

Piglet- 1missed sleeping with
you Saturday night.
-Wombat & Friends
Quote of the Week:
Just because you're paranoid
doesn't mean people aren't
talking about you.
Kathy- Enjoying that single,
huh?

Slurp, slurp, slurp!
Helga - when the going gets
tough and the major frustrations set in, just do what I do:
EAT! And remember: Focus,
Focus, Focus...it will save you.
It might also help to sing to
yourself our song/Tve got my
mind set on you...even though
you are a jerk...I'vegotmymind
set on you...even though you
treat me like dirt..." and I'm
sure you get the point, Helga.
Keep smilimg!Love you!
-Bertha
I'm less worried about Starsky
and Lizard face, and more
concerned about TOILET and
Lizard face.
S- Don't you love it when they
show Calvin's butt?
Lisa- You 're awesome.
Love, Rachel
Erika- Slapjack. Moo. Jim. Joe.
Fred. Bob. Umm... Oswald.
Smack!! 10! Owww. Dave
Andrew Anderson. Smile. Go
do some research. Oh my root.
-Sandy
Susan- Look a pack of 25ers!
ATTENTION THRILL SEEKING MALES! Senior females
desiring physical relationship
with as many guys as possible.
I want to win this contest! Prospectives and freshmen preferred.
KP-1guessthe toothpick didn't
work.
Another sunrise, Kaith?

This is a public service announcement

Message From Safety and Security
The Department of Security
equeststhat all vehiclesleft on
:ampusfor Christmasbreakbe
noved to the Roberts lot durng the holidays- This will injure that your vehicle will not
>e toweddue to snow removal
md will allow Security Qffi:ers to better protects your
fehide from theft and vandalsm.
In order to facilitate snow
-emovalinallparkinglotsmake
jure you are correctly parked

Ho- Romance isn't dead
-Chuck
Alright, are there any seniors
out there without a mental
disorder??

On campus travel representative or organization needed to
promote SPRING BREAKTRIP Julie is getting a lot of classified
to Florida. Earn money, free space, eh?
trips, valuable work experience. Call Inter-Campus Pro- Problems with your rubber?
gram 1-800-433-7747.
Just call the plumrner.
Thanks, Tired-outon 95
Grrrrrrrrr!
"I'm not leaving until I see
Melly-SA - SAsomeone gorgeous."
CIAO Bimbo! Who's a bimbo? -SASToo bad they didn't remember
to put up any gaurdrails when Thomas: where do I put my
they built Venice. Don't fall in. coffee now?! On the floor??
I'll seeyou in a month!
-COS
Rockin' the boat lately?
JS-Vielleicht sage ich dichbald
was ich von die meinen. Sei
froh!
-SS
Linda R.-1'mgladwe're friends
-1 missed you.
Love, Rachel
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Weirdo in Rome - How's the
BATCAVE? And the apple
cores? See ya soon.
Chris - is that you doing
naughty things in Rome? Who
is this other RuRu? I thought it
was me!
'
-Ru

Instead of tower climbing how<v
Look Bitch- Stop tormenting aboutagameof warSat.aroundi
my friends. Her roommates 3 am. I guess it's Sun. by then,
more of a bitch than you so isn't it. Oh well. Are we on?
watch out.
-KP
Dork,
Congratson the firstmed school
B -11 mons. = I LOVE YOU! It admission!You gotta love it!
keeps getting better...
Maggot
-me
R.
Tree,Hess,and Spike -Why are I miss you and me.
M.
yous guys such misfits?
-psiko
Katy-babe
We must do the Stu-Center
aga in sometime. Next timo
---S-?l-_. we'll be on the alert for weirdo/
y „\
geeks.
Maggot
¦:i<?/ n • r «i i ¦;•!\ i; <:'i n *i >: 11 ;y z'•

Look fam iliar?

in a designated parking space.
Vehicles not parked in a legal
manner impede snow removal
and will be towedi Atxexample
of this illegal parking is the use
of the inter-lot ramps in the
Hillside lot.These areasare not
established parkingspacesand
prevent effective clearing of
snow from this area.
Prevent needless towing
charges by parking only where
white lines indicate a designated parking space.
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MyaHave an incredible time with
you-know-who over Thanksgiving. If you ever need t o t alk
to someone who understands,
I'm here.
,
-Kr
isten

Max

continued from page 6
encourage a group on campus
to take part,say a quad,maybe
a floor. With the work load of
the last weekof classesat hand,
tiie' silence may take on an
added value.) Also, for those
who wish,there will be a gathering of all the people who
participate for any amount of
time, at 3 PM on Sunday, December 4 at 86 Pleasant Street
to share our first words,
screams,and feelingstogether.
Tomorrow, Friday, November 18,1will havea tableset up
in the Student Center to offer

The G, B, & U

Continued from page 17
propriate facilities. Now there
is."
The track, along with the new
longjumppitandshotputcage,
will allow Colby track and field
athletes the advantage of training on the best facilities possible,an edge they did nothave
in the recent past when Colby's
outdoor track was nothing
morethana circular "dirtroad".
Another improvement
made this year is in the pool. In
years past, the swim team was
forced to dive off tile blocks for
their racing starts. Colby has
now installed Olympic regulation starting blocks. This will
help swimmers get a better
jump and add a touch of professionalism to the natatorium.
While major improvements
have been made, there are still
many repairs that the Colby
administration must set its
sights on.
It is common knowledge that
the condition of the soccer field
is atrocious. Poor drainage
forced both the men's and
women's teams to move home
games 'to either opponent's
home field or to Waterville
High SchooL Those were

further information. I will have
the letters from Max and the
small explanation of the purpose of Youth Communion
which he has had printed and
whichlrecommendreadingfor
a complete understanding of,
thepurpose of thisevent. I will
alsohave "sponsor sheets"and
a brief "statement of purpose"
to inform sponsors for those
who wish to participate. For
those who cannot participate
in the silence, your support of
someone who has decided to
be silent would be much appreciated. If you decide after
tomorrow, or if you have any
questions, I can be reached

through box #282 or at 8777805.
"The young people of today
aredivided in manyways,such
as style of dress, interests, and
class. Youth Communion tries
to break down these barriers
and bring people together to
learn from each other and to
grow in understanding and
love" 0?romthe "constitution"
of Youth Communion.)
I hope we can use this experience to learn from each other,
to learn about ourselves and to
share our resources and support with youth in another
country who are tryingtomove
in a very positive direction.

cnmes committed against current Colby soccer players and
should never be repeated.
If thepoor conditions at Loebs
Field are not rectified immediately, recruiting will certainly
be affected. What talented
soccer player who had the
choice between Colby and
comparable schoolswith superior playing fields would ultimately chooseColby? It is sad
but may be true.
The outdoor tennis courts look
like they are located on the
Great Kennebec Fault line.
There must have been a tremor
of some consequence in the
recent past to cause such awful
spliting and cracking in the
courts. The tremor must have
been strong enough to shift the
courts in such a direction that
players are of ten forced to look
directly into the sun. Yea, Yea,
thaf s what happened.
Regardlessof what happened,
the fact remains that the tennis
courts are also badly in need of
repair, not only for the sake of
tennis players,but for the pride
of Colby. The cracks are noticeable to anyone who passes by.
For cosmetics alone,something
should be done.
The condition of the squash
courts is another disaster that

needs attention. The courts are
too small,the lighting reminiscent of pre-Edison days, and
the heat is equivalent to Tanorama, minus the tan.
That is not the worst of it. A
Harvard squash coachconducting a clinicat Colby commented
that the courts were so bad that
he would not play full-out for
fear thathe would pulla muscle
on the dangerously slippery
surface.
When conditions start to
threaten the health of an athlete, then repairs should be
made whithout delay. Conditions such as these make playing against partitions on the ice
rink seem attractive.
While senior Kent Fikrig's
suggestion that "Colby should
repave the 3mile loop"will not
meritattention,minorimprovements such as brighter lighting
for the fieldhouse track and
tennis courts are easy and
would go a long way towards
improvingfadilities. Theschool
should do everything in its
power to insure that all sports
receive the best training facilities and playing surfaces possible. Colby has come a long
way in four years, but the
administration still has a long
way to go.

1988 Thanksgivin g Recess
Dinin g Hall Schedule
Wednesday, November 23
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Regular Operating Hours all Halls
Regular Operating Hours all Halls
Closed
Johnson/Chaplin
Lovejoy
Closed
Mary Low
5:00-6:30
i The Spa will close its normal business operation on Wednesday at 2 p.m. and reopen on
Monday morning at 9 a.m.
Thanksgiving Day. November 24
Students planning to stay on campus mustcontact the Dean's office by Monday,November 21,
to make arrangements for reimbursement for breakfast and lunch on Thanksgiving Day.
Thanksgiving Day Dinner is by reservation only and will be at the Holiday Inn. Arrangements
must be made with the Dean's office by Monday, November 21, to attend this dinner,

Friday , November 25, and Saturda y. November 26
Board Plan Meals will be available at the Spa from:
11a.m. to 1p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m.

S.v_nday,.NQVcmber 27.

Monda y, November 2ft

Normal oper atin g schedule resumes.

Johnson/Chaplin
Spa Closed

.
12:30-2:30
5:00-8:00

This is a public service ann ouncement.

Sports
Shorts
' TIME FOR HOOPLA
The Colby women's and men's basketball teams will
make their opening appearances Saturday, November 19,
by hosting the Finish National teams in exhibition games
that will provide an international exchange of culture,
friendship, and fastbreaks.
The games should provide an excellent barometer for both
White Mule squads' progress this pre-season.
The women will play at 6 p.m. and the men at 8 p.m. Do
not miss the opportunity for this sneak preview of the
*
exciting season that lies ahead.
The men will travel to Virginia over Thanksgiving t o
take on #5 in the nation Bridgewater, and Roanoke. The
women open their regular season December 2,at Tuft s.
TRACK CLINIC
Wednesday, November 30, at 3 p.m. in the Field House
UNH coach Jim Boulanger will give a lecture and clinic on
the weight throw. Assisting Boul an ger and demonstratin g
the event will be Ed McCabe, a Division I Ail-American
last year. Both track teams would like to encourage both
men an d women to come and watch or partici pate.
MISCELLANEOUS
An exhibiti on thi s Saturda y th e women 's field hockey
takes on the var sity football team in field hockey at 1 p.m .

Bush Agend a
continued from page 11
Ohio as an example. Bush won
the pivotal stateby almost 10%,
but Ohio also re-elected one of
the most liberal senators in the
country, Howard Metzenbaum,by a large margin. Why
does the American voter continue to vote for a Republican
Presidency and . Democratic
congress. Checks and balances
were guaranteed in the
Constitution, but apparently
the average citizen doesn't trust
the constitution only. This
further proves that since Bush
campaigned largely withoutan
agenda,the public felt he didn't
need congress to implement it.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan had an

agenda of tremendously conservative ideas,and the nation,
wishing to travel in that direction , gave Reagan control of
the senate as well. However,
Bush will not be a lame duck
President, as Reagan has been
the last two years, but inst ead
the next four years will be a
more moderate, bi-partisan
political era. Hopefull y
througn the cooperation of
Bush and congress, the issues
of the deficit,homelessness,and
childcare, issues that are non
partisan, that affect every
American, will be acted on effectively.
One last thought, let us all
pray long and hard for George
Bush's continued good health
in the next four years.

students at Colby-if I may make
a broad generalization-are the
"international" students and
continued from page 11
an embarrassingly small per- those who are back from secentage of non-Caucasians mesters or years abroad. Their
here; the bisexual, lesbian, and eyes have been opened to the
gaycommunityhere hasa very differences-sometimes good,
small voice; there are very few so metimes bad-between
older people in our midst; the people.
Even if we do not have the
women's group has far to go in
opportunity
to go abroad,there
overcoming the sexism perpetuated here; this is a seem- isstill the opportunity for gainingly very affluent student ing perspective at Colby. Go
body; and this is a pretty thin, help at the Soup Kitchen. Go to
a Colby College Bisexual Lesathletic student body.
bian
Gay Community meetThe resulting racism, homophobia, ageism, sexism, finan- ing, or an International Club
cial elitism, and prejudice function. Or just try to be sensiagainst overweightpeople are tive to the fact that we are not,
problems which face our soci- thank goodness,all of the same
ety,but, always the idealist, I mold. We all have prejudices
want Colby toovercome them. but they not only hur t others,
What islackinghereisperspec- they limit ourselves as inditive. I think the most together viduals and as a community.

Whitey
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Fall Perspectives
Overlooked Excellence

Commitment

At A Glance

Where were fund like this at Women 's athletic events.
Photo by Ingrid Moor e

The unif orms ha ve change d but t he commitment
remains.
"And he didn't get paid, but
Dave was out there everyday by Andrea Solomita
as a volunteer. I respect him
tremendously."
It would have been easy to As did all involved with the
walkaway. It would havebeen program.Senior co-captainDan
easy to turn his back. In this Valeri pointed out, "The Sencase, it would have been easy iors on the squad remember
for Dave McCauley to quit. But Daveas a strong athlete. There
he didn't. He didn't quit on the is a lot of respect for him for
progam, the coaches, or the sticking with tiie program. He
players. And most of all he is sincereand honest - he cares
didn't quit on himself.
about the players. His pres"It was my last year. This was ence was felt."
the ultimate chance. I couldn't According to Head Coach
walkawayfromtheprogram. I Tom Austin, Dave's presence
had put a lot into it and was at times was more than felt, it
still, somehow, trying to get was essential. "Dave wasa big
something out of it."
part of turning our offense
Because of a hindering injury around "this year. We are
to his neck, Dave found him- pleased with his contribution.
self faced with the realization As a student coach he wasn't
that, as a senior, he would not overcome with authority and
step on to Seaverns Field as a yet he didn't step back from
member of the 1988 White responsibility. Dave played an
Mules Football team. At least importantroleinwhathasbeen
not as a player.
a successful season for the
"He was hurt and knew he White Mules."
couldn't play,and yet he didn't From a group that began with
give up on the program. In- over twenty-five athletes, the
stead he accepted the position Class of 1989 has but six rehe was offered to coach the maining players - and one
receivers. He was a big asset to coach. Dave recognizes these
the team. He contributed even friendships, "We had come a
though he couldn't play,"said long way. I couldn't walkaway
senior co-captain Andy Ayers. from that. There has been a lot
Dave accepted the position. of hard times, but they are
With it came many responsi- behindus." For Dave,his time,
bilities, little recognition, and effort,and sacrifices wereworth
no money. "He coached all it. The Colby Mules are finally
week, and often didn't get the a winning team.
oppo rtunity to see the game Colby Echo Sports recognizes
on Saturday because he would Dave McCauley for his selfless
have to scout another game for commitment to Colby Athletthe next weekend," said Ayers, ics.

by Dave Weissman
In reviewingthis fall'sathletic
schedule at Colby, one has to
be impressed by the performance of a particular segment of
our population - the female
athletes. By far the most successful (and probably most
overlooked) group of athletes
on campus this past season,
perhaps it is time people began
to wake up and take notice of
Photo by Robyn Glaser theaccomplishmentsposted by
the Lady Mule squads.
Men's athletics enjoyed fine
seasons in their own rite this
fall,yet their accomplishments
pale somewhat in comparison
to the success rate enjoyed by
the women. Still, it seems that
the males garner the most attention A high visibility sport
like football will naturally attract more fan support than
women's tennis or cross country (especially with Colby sporting its best season in ten years
p hoto by Matt Melan d er andwinningitsfirstCBBchampionship since 1983).
Nevertheless,credit shouldbe
given where it is due. Oftentimes withwomen'ssports,this
is not the case. How many
people are aware of the fact
that every fall women's team
had a winning season? How
many of the men's teams can
make this claim?
While half of Colby'spopulation travelled to Brunswick last
Saturday to witness the annihilation of Bowdoin by the CBB
champion football team, did
anyone hear about the fact that
the women's cross country
squad finished second in the
Photo by Dana Stinson New England Division III

championships, placing two
runners (juniors Jill Vollweiler
and Karen Boomer) into the
national championship in the
process. Winning the CBB was
an impressivefeat,but earning
a berth in the Division HI national tournament would certainly demand moresignificant
recognition than it received.
Other significant accomplishments Colby women's sports
this fall include a state champion tennis team,an 8-6 soccer
team that recorded its most
winsin one season ever,and an
8-2 field hockey team that,
despite being denied a postseason berth due to political reasons,maybe one of the strongest teams in New England. All
in all,quite impressiveachievements.
Sports fans are so labeled
because they enjoy competition, and nothing is so satisfying to the true fan as a victory
for his or her favorite team.
Colby women's athletic teams
provided such excitement
throughoutthispastfall,which
is precisely why it would be
logical for them to receive more
fan support and recognition
than they did.
Women's athletics at Colby
are on the rise. Add to this past
year's success the fact that these
teams are dominated by undeclassmen (or, as I should say,
underclasswomew)and theprospects for thefuture seembright.
Hopefully, these athletes will
offer Colby exciting, talented,
winning teams for years to
come.
This winter,do not blow your
chance to cheer twice as much
as you have been.

The Good, The Bad , and The Ugly

by Brian Murphy

Four long years ago,when the
class of 1989 arrived as freshmen, Colby's sports facilities
were nowhere near the quality
they are today. In four years,
great efforts were made by the
Colby administration to renovate existing equipment and
build new additions.
The work done to some facilities has made them first clasj
yet glaring problems still exist
with other fields, courts, an d

athletic equipment. They are
problems which warrant immediate attention.
On the positive side, the free
weight room, now located in a
refurbished racquetball court,
has been upgraded to a top
notch facility. Four years ago,
the free weight room was situated at the far end of the basketball court in a room that now
serves as a storeroom.
The weightroom at that time
was small, overcrowded/ and
the equipment was subpar.

Often, someone lifting would
leave a workout with the
dreaded "orange palm syndrome" when rust from aging
weight bars would come off on
the lifter's hands. A student
could complete a 391 Econ
paper in between sets of exercises while waiting in line to
use equipment.
Fortunately ,this is not the case
today. The new weightroom
provides students with the
opportunity to lift in a comfortable atmosphere with the best

equipment available. The
addition of Nautilusequipment
upstairs hasaddeda wholenew
dimension to weightlifting at
Colby and has enabled women
to lift in an environment free of
the grunts and groans of large,
sweaty men often found in the
free weightroom.
Tlie greatest improvement in
Colby sports facilities was fi- '
nalized this year when work
was completed on the Alfond
Track. Considered the best allweather outdoor track in the

state,the 8-lane gem was made
possible by the gracious donation of Harry Alfond and his
wife Bibby.
Not only is the track a benefit
to the entire Colby community,
but, as Athletic Director Dick
Whitmore said, 'The track will
be a fantastic attraction in lur- . ;
ing more quality trackathletes
to Colby. If we don't there's
something wrong. For two '
decades we've had two fulltime track coaches but no apcontinued on page 15
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AM-Fall 1988 f r o mleft to right. First raw: f ill Vollweiler, Elizabeth LeRoy,J odie Brown, Lisa Bontempi, Charlotte Reece, Karen Boomer. Second Row: Lyle Muir , Margaret McRudden , Emilie Davis, J ean Moriarty, Manuel
Bahmseda , Joe Vecchi. Third Row: Coach Tom Austin, Rich Cook, Dan Valeri
.. .
¦¦
p hoto by Dave Coleman
.- *
•
Missing: Chris White , J ay Olson , Mar garet Cl ymer, M arc Gilbertson . .
..,

FIELD HOCKEY
t
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Lisa BonteH-pi-Senior, Goalkeeper:

Backbone of highly successful Lady Mules field
hockey team..ishattered the previous Colby record
for shutouts by blanking opponents 7 times this
season—allowed only 7 goals all season...after midseason,allowed no goals...only senior on team, she
willbe sorely missed next season.

J b dle Brown-Junior, Forward; A.K,A

Gret__ky,—driving offensive force for coach Debby
Pluck this season...led team with 9 goals...was the
woman the

Lady Mules looked to in crunch

time—led tihe offense in interceptions and tackles
with 84...opposing NESCAC coaches are already
preparing their defenses in the hope of stopping
her from victimizingthem again next year.
Emilie Davis-Jimior,Center Back: Provided
second consistent scoring threat necessary to balance
the Colby scoring attack...second leading goal
scorer on the team and led team with 89 1/2
interceptions and tackles...dynamic duo of Brown
and Davis should once again lead the Lady Mules
to.success next season—All-Falllast year.
Elizabeth LeRoy-Junior , Midfielder: AllState last year as well as All-Fall...was the
"sparkplug" of the team...while leading the
midfielders in interceptions and tackles, her
hardnosed play was an example and an inspirat
ion
to the entire team...all-around athlete, LeRoy will
be an integral part of the women's lacrosse team in
the spring—seniorgoals include insuring her team a
place in the playoffs.

FOOTBALL
Mike Eisenstadt- Junior , Defensive Tackle:
A.K.A. IKE...massive monolithic lineman who
sacked 6 QBs this year...bench presses 400
pounds...began career as an offensive lineman...his
mother won a seat in the Massachusetts state
legislature...equally tough against pass and run.
J ay Olson- J unior , Strong Safety:Moved from
free to strong safety in 1988...second leading tackier
this year with 57...plays shortstop for the baseball
team in the spring...a three year letterman who
was counted on for experience and
intensity—penchant for making big hits at right
times.
Gliy PrCSCOtt -Senior, Nose Guard: Started 7
games last year and all 8 this year...four year
starter, but not completel y healthy until
1988—made 13solo and 48 tackles this year—forced
fumbles in each CBB game this season...plans on
coaching career aftergraduation.

Dait

Valeri-Senior, Offensive Guard: Co-

captain and one of NESCAC's stron gest players.. .an

integral member of the best Colby offen sive line
and running attack in recent history...one of most
respected players oh team, he provided much
needed leadership for up and coming
squad.. .started at fullback in 1985.
Chris Whit e-J unior , Quarterback: Natural

athlete who led the White Mules to their first .500

season in a decade...in second year as starter, he
improved weekly and proved a double pass-run
threat as he threw for 3 touchdowns and ran for 5
others...received

Boston Globe Golden Helm et

award for performance in team's first win this
season versus Tufts.

GOLF

Br yah

Cook-

Senior: Captain...won
individual CBB championship...#1 on team all
season...placed in top 10 at Bowdoin and Husson
invitationals.

MEN'S SOCCER
Manuel Balmaseda-Senior, Fullback:

Tri-captain as well as team's best defensive
player...assigned to and held his own with
opposition's best scoring threats—All-Maine last
two years, All-Fall last year...looks forward to
competing in Spring track as sprint relay member.
Chris - Flint-Freshman, Forward: Team's
leading scorer with 10 goals and 1 assist...his 10
goals were more than output of entire 1987
team...season highlights included 3 goals in first
collegiate game...New Hampshire High School
Athlete of the year in 87-88 for Soccer and
Baseball.
Lyle Muir-Senior, MidfiQlder: Named tricaptain in his third season on team...despite lack of
outstanding statistics, displayed strong leadershi p
on predominantly freshmen and sophomore team
helping squad finish 6-8 after 1-5 start.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Margaret

Clymer-Junior, Stopperback:
Strong defensive performer responsible for holding
opposition 's offensive threats in check...displayed
leadership qualities that make her a viable
candidate to captain next year's team.
J ean Moriart y-Senior , Sweeperback: Cocaptain and anchor of strong defense that shutout
three opponents.. .climaxed senior season by leading
team to most wins ever and first win over Bates in 5
years.

All selections were made by the Echo Sports Staff in conj unction with members of the

MOST OUTSTANDING OF THE FALL

Charlotte ReCCe-Sophomore, Forward:
Leading scorer for second year in a row with 6 goals
and 2 assists...besides offensive threat, was spark
that ignited team all around.

TENNIS
Magaret McRu dden-Freshman: State

"A*,* singles champion...finished with 8-1 record

that included wins over UNH & UVM Division I
opponents...outstanding varsity player in only first
year...played #1 all season.
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MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

o

55.

Rich

Cook-Junior: Co-captain...came into his
own receiving All-NESCAC, All-State for second
year...his 2nd place in state meet, improved from
last years 7th place finish...7th place f in ish at
NESCAC race, improved from last years 11th place
finish...All-Fall last year.
Marc GilbertSOn- Sophomore: Won meet
against Bowdoin for his 1st collegiate cross country
victory...All-State selection...5th place finish at
State meet, improved from last years 11th place
finish... 10th place finish at NESCAC meet,
improved from last years 14th place finish...AllFall last year.
MEN'S COACH OF THE FALL
;Tom Austin-Football: Turned the program
around in his third season, leading Mules to first
.500 record since 1979 and a 4th place finish in
NESCAC a s . well as to coveted CBB
Championship...culminated 1988 campaign by
shutting out Bowdoin for first time since 1933 and
outscored Bowdoin and Bates by 43-3—popular
with his players, he has assembled a strong
foundation for the future by recruiting excellent
student athletes...will have 18 starters return next
season.

WOMEN'S COACH OF THE FALL
Deb Pluck-Field Hockey: Coached young
squad' to excellent 8-2 season running her 12 year
record to 78-67-8..:won CBB championshipprospects for next season appear even greater as she
will lose only one player to graduation...assistant
athletic director for women, not one women's sport
had losing season this fall...coaches lacrosse in the
spring.

Colby athletic department.

TILL VOLLWEILER, TOE VECCHI, KAREN BOOMER
Junior Joe Vecchi, a 5'8 165
poun d speed y flanker from
Tewksbury, Ma., had an
outstanding season. Vecchi led
the team in receptions,
receiving yards, pun t ret urns,
kick returns, and accounted for
1059 total yards.
Among the highlights were
kickoff returns of 81 and 97
yards for touchdowns, an 83
yard touchdown reception, and
perhaps the greatest catch in
White Mule history. With
under :25 at Middlebury,
Colby losing 18-14, Vecchi
made a one-handed grab of a
wobbler at the one foot line.
Colby scored on the next play
to win their first road game in
4 years.
Vecchi ended the season
ranked second nationally in
kickoff returns with a 28.6
average. He caught 33 passes
for 707 yards(an average of
21.4) and 5 touchdowns. His
707 receiving yards set a new
Colby season record . He is a
certain All-NESCAC and is
being touted for All-American.
"I'm happy with my play this
year," said Vecchi, "Though I
didn't catch 50 passes like I
wanted to, the season has been
a success."

Juniors Karen Boomer and
Jill Vollweiler run far and
fast extremely well.
Well enpugh, in fact, that
they both he 'e qualified
for the Div. Ill NCAA Cross
Country Finals to be held
this Saturday in St. Louis,
Missouri.
Vollweiler, of Purchase,
NY , and Boomer, of
Hingham, MA, both trained
since the beginning of last

summer for this chance to

rank among the nations
elite. Their achievements
this fall have been great
and they merit recognition
and applause.
Both led the Colby team to
the CBB championship,
both won All-State honors,
Vollweiler received AllNESCAC honors, and in the
NCAA qual i fy ing meet,
Vollweiler and Boomer set
records for the 9th and 15th
fastest times ever recorded
at the South Eastern Mass.
University course.
They have recorded times
all season that rank them
among the nation 's best.
Saturday they will make it
official.

Colby Women Burn Up NCAA Qualifiers
by Billy Goodman
In last week's cross country
action at Southeastern Massachuset s Univer sit y , the
women's cross country team
pulled off its best overall showing of the year with every runner recordin g a lifetime best at
theNewEnglandNCAA Qualifiers.
In a race that saw 205 entrant s
from 33 schools enter, the lady
speed demons did exceptionally well, tying Bates for second in New England. Charac-

teristic of the season,this tough
group of runners was led by
led by Juniors Jill "Rames"
Vollweiler and Karen "Speedy
Gonzales"Boomer,who placed
fourth and ninth respectively.
Right on the heels of these two
were sophomore Clover "You
Better MoveOver"Burns(29th)
and junior r Karin "Turbo"
Killmer(41st) who figured it
was about time that they got
some recognition. They did so
by running the fastest times of
their lives. Karin and Clover
had both been looking t o break

19minutes in the race,and both

finally were able to overcome
that obstacle, when it counted
most.
Some may ask "What about
the rest of the team?" Well they
weren 't ex a ctl y standing
around countingbladesof grass
either. As a matter of fact, they
were out on the course cutting
the field to shreds and certainly
sending many New Englan d
coaches running to their medicine cabinets for relief from this
whirlwind Colby team.
Freshwomen
Kim

Blowout At Bowdoin

"Lightnihg"KennedyandPolly
"Wildfire" Sheridan finished
61st-62nd respectively with
sophomore Colleen "FloatLike
a Butterfl y, Sting Like a Bee"
Halleckroaringinbehindthem
in 67th place.
The women's season has
ended for all but two of these
runners- Jill Vollweiler and
Karen Boomer who both qualified for the National Championships this Saturday,November 19, in St. Louis, Missouri.
Coach Deb Aitken says,'These
two have yet to see their best

Men s X-C Ends Season
Richer In Experience ,
Two Make Honor Roll
by Billy Goodman

Flanker J oe Vecchi was stopped short of the goa l line, bu t t he White Mules scored on
the next play and three other times to capture the CBB title.
p hoto by Robyn Gl aser

The Men's Cross Country
team ran a scattered race last
Saturday at Southeastern Massachusets.University to record
a solid team fifth among a 30
school showing in the New
England NCAA Qualifiers,
complementing an earlier second place NESCAC finish on
Oct. 15.
Junior Rich Cook (18th) and
Dave Donnel y (20th) were the
top finishers for the The Mules
thisweek,with Kent Thompson
a close 32nd, just 17seconds off
Cook's finishing time.
Coach Wescott felt "That
Cook, Donnely and Thompson
ran real well. However, the rest
of our pack was way off what I

Goulet And J.V. Hockey Skating In Circles

by Lawrence Rocca
Late last week, men's ice
hockey coach Mickey Goulet
cancelled the junior varsity
program for the 1988-'89
season. After much uproar
and some minor controversy,
Goulet reinstated the
program yesterday.
Goulet' s actions have
raised a lot of rumors and
many people are wondering
what everything means.
One rumor said that Goulet
felt there were no "varsity
caliber" players ofi the j.v.
and therefore it was a waste
of money, while another
saw him "trying to get rid"

of players that he had
dropped from varsity to j .v.
Goulet denied that he
cancelled j.v. for any of
those reasons, saying that
he could "never know" if no
one on j.v. had varsity
potential and added that he
felt "it was unfortunate that
misconstrued
peop le
dropping the j.v. as [me] not
wanting them around."
Instead, Goulet cited what
he perceived as a lack of
commitment as the reasons
why he decided to cut the
j.v*: "I was forced to drop it
because, for about a week,
only 8 to 10 guys showed upf
[to j.v. practice]. You've got

to have 18 to 20 guys. "
Goulet claims that students
were given warnings: "Bobby
[Burns , j.v. coach and
assistant" varsity coach]
kept telling them 'You have
to get more guys out there'.
He's done more than I can
ask a guy to do on campus
recruiting."
When Goulet deemed that
fair warning had been given,
he cut the program, and a lot
of people were upset.
Sophomore Brian Quin was
one of them. Quin had tried
out for varsity and was
dropped to j.v. He claims
that getting cut "didn 't
bother me. I was happy

race of the season and if they
runup to their ability,then there
is no reason they shouldn't do
real well at the Nationals."
Coach Aitken-was extremely
proud of the way the women
progressed this year with the
entire team learning how to
work as a unit in what many
people think of as an individual sport. With thisexperienced
troop returningnextyearColby.
fans are promised another fast '
paced year of excitement from
an well coached, strong willed
women's cross country team.

playing j.v." But when j.v.
was cut, he was shocked.
Quin says that "10 to 12"
people had been attending
practices regularly and that
the team had been told
"they'd bring down a line
from varsity" to increase the
numbers for j.v. games.
"I think the initial cut of
the program was handled
poor ly," said Quin, "they
didn't tell anyone."
Senior Quinn Mover, a
member.of the varsity, "feels
that j.v. is an important part
of the Colby hockey
program and points to Mark
Smith and Mike Venezia as
p layers that directl y

was expecting. We had some
freshmen who didn't look as
though they were going to fit
into the picture at the beginning of the season and they
(pleasantly) surprised me the
end of this season."
This season was by no means
a disappointment, au contraire
mon ami. This team has no
seniors and that makes Coach
Wescott feel rather confident
asto nextseason'soutlook. His
top runners, Rich Cook and
Marc Gilbertson wereboth AllState selections, and Cook also
made the All- NESCAC roster.
Besides accolades, this team
received something equally as
important as awards- EXPERIENCE. Experience that neit
year is going to propel this teain
to the NESCAC championship.
benefitted from time spent
playing on the j.v.
Moyer went on to add that
dropping j.v. "dealt a
negative image to the
hockey program. It could
have
been
handled
differentl y. They could
have had a meeting for
anyone else that might
have been interested. I'm
just glad it's back."
So is sophomore Matt
Greenlaw, who never had
varsity aspirations. His
goal was pretty simple: "I
just want to- have time to
skate. All I ever wanted was
Goulet
to play j.v ."
says that two goal keepers
are needed if the j.v .
program isio survive longer
th an one game

